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2007 Boston, MA Convention
Mission Statement
ONE DECADE OF SERVICE
“We the members of Christ the King College (C.K.C.) Onitsha,
Alumni Association in America (CKC-AAA), gathered on the
occasion marking the 10th Anniversary of the founding of our
association and our 11th Annual Convention in Boston, MA, on 2022 July 2007, observes this anniversary as a critical benchmark in
our collective endeavors. We are cognizant that our “One Decade
of Service” to our Alma Mater, is hardly a lifetime of service, but
a good measure of our commitment, diligence, aspirations, loyalty
and overall resolve to uplift our Alma Mater. We are even more
mindful, that our humble accomplishments have been a product of
a few “steady hands”. Consequently, we remain aware that the
mission and challenge to revitalize our Alma Mater, is essentially
an unfinished business and a process rather than a singular event.
We look forward to the next decade of service by CKC-AAA and
call on those who remain outside the family to come on board and
contribute their humble quota.”

----------------------------------------------------------------------

DILIGENT SERVICE
A LONG CKC TRADITION!
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TAG Editorial
One Decade of Service
Time sure flies! Yes, another year has come around for our Association. But this year is special. It is a watershed and benchmark year as we hit
the decade milestone, which began with our Association‘s first convention, held in Atlanta, Georgia on Saturday, 22 November 1997. As is now
customary, let me begin by welcoming the readers on behalf of the editorial board, to The Amaka Gazette (TAG); the journal of Christ the King
College Onitsha Alumni Association In America (CKC-AAA). This issue, our Volume 8 retains the traditional form and templates, which we
have showcased ever since the inception of this journal. The founding of a CKC-AAA journal was one of the earliest decisions of the
Association in 1997. That decision came to fruition with the transformation of the convention brochure into a full-fledged journal, The Amaka
Gazette – which was one of the several novelties during our 2000 Convention in Chicago. Ever since, we have not looked back. It is perhaps
worth stating a seemingly obvious point; but one that should be underscored nonetheless. The goal of this journal is to inform. But its value as a
medium goes well beyond the informational; for indeed, it is historical and evidentiary in its scope, of what we are about and what we strive to
do.
When this Association met for the first time a decade ago, that meeting was sponsored, organized, and financed by Christ the King College
Onitsha alumni in Atlanta and environs, and would ultimately lead to the formation our esteemed association. That fateful meeting came after
several false starts. As the Chinese proverb says; surely our journey of a thousand miles and years, started with those crucial first steps and the
vision of our founding colleagues. As much as we may have accomplished, and as much as we may have individually and collectively
contributed, it is incumbent on us to acknowledge herein for posterity, those C.K.C. Onitsha Old Boys who graced our first convention a decade
ago, and in so doing, sowed the seed and laid the foundation of this Association. They include, Chuks Odikpo, Vincent Onyeabuchi, Nonso
Emecheta, Larry Ozoh, Chuma Onyejekwe, Patrick Ejike, Chris Ayika, Fidelis Atuegbu, Chief EPO Ofodile, Jerome Anaeki, Chris Muomah Jr.,
Vincent Nibo, Sam Okafor, Francis Asokwu Sea, Arthur Egbunam, Eddy Egbuna, Emecheta, Patrick Mbajekwe, Michael Emele, Bruce Okekpe
and Chuma Onyejekwe. To these gentlemen we owe a debt of gratitude!
The 2007 Boston Convention marks a return of sorts. We return to Boston for the second time since 2001. Secondly, we return to the that time
and moment in the year, when we are inevitably forced to candidly reassess and reflect on what our association, CKC-AAA accomplished since
its founding in 1997, as well as where we wish to go. In this particular instance, while we take pride in having delivered one decade of service,
we must ask ourselves if indeed we have done enough. Have we truly accomplished everything that is within our grasp and capabilities? I think
not! This year‘s convention theme “one decade of service” is meant to agitate our minds, while celebrating our humble accomplishments. It is
also meant to challenge us. More importantly, without being a kill joy it is aimed at asking those who have not contributed their fair toward the
rebuilding of our alma mater, in time, ideas, money, prayers and service to rethink their stance. Perhaps the next decade belongs to them.
Our collective concerns aside, it needs to be said that we are not averse to tooting our horns. Hence we feel inclined to share with our readers,
supporters and fellow alumni our role and accomplishments. On page 10 of this journal, a write-up titled, “A Glimpse of CKC-AAA At Work”,
documents clearly for posterity tasks, and projects undertaken and financed by this association annually since year 2000. We have also added on
page 27 the voices, views and vision of those alumni who made it all happen. As I note frequently in every edition, ―the greatest of the
challenge we have faced, is not as one would think, the difficulties associated with doing business and executing projects in far away Nigeria,
which is no mean task. Rather, it has been the task of keeping the eye on the ball and keeping the CKC-AAA family sufficiently motivated and
engaged so that there is no slacking off.‖ This fact reminds me of a piece written by Chris Ayika, a pioneer member of this association a while
ago; titled “Is Inertia Overtaking CKC-AAA?” Ayika posed a question that is more valid now than it was yesterday, last month or last year. Dr.
Kingsley Nwosu‘s article ―The Clarion Call”, on page 36 is a reminder that we all need to be stay engaged, even if for different reasons.
Unwittingly, but surely; there has been a perceptible slacking off and diminution of interest, commitment and activism within our ranks. Also,
attendance and participation in our annual conventions is waning. Other demands and distractions seem to intrude or are being accorded priority.
It is not clear if this is a factor of leadership style and engagement. But some realities are obvious. Increasingly, there is a tendency-an attitudeof dodging responsibilities by giving credit. ―Let Larry handle it since he is familiar with it” or ―We are confident John can deal with it”.
Paradoxically, such expression of confidence has a tendency to engender indifference and to erode the sprit of collective work and responsibility.
While it is taken for granted, the fact that the association has had almost the same cadre of leaders since its founding should give us pause.
Surely, if that were the basis on which we conducted our work over the past decade we would not have accomplished as much as we have.
Perhaps, such reliability is no longer a good idea if it breeds indolence or indifference in others. While saluting all those who continue to serve
our worthy cause, and especially those who made it possible, for us to render “one decade of service‖, we hope that the next decade would be
even more productive and vibrant for our association and old school. Meanwhile, as we thank our supporters, let‘s keep the white and blue flag
flying and “may the fame of our college last forever.” [TAG]

~ Cheers and Primus ~ Oseloka Obaze.
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WELCOME MESSAGE FROM HOST CHAPTER

Good evening, distinguished guests, friends, fellow CKC Onitsha alumni, ladies and gentlemen. On behalf of the New England Chapter of
CKC–AAA, the host of the 2007 Convention of our Association, I welcome you. On behalf of the students, faculty and staff of our great college,
who will benefit from your presence and generosity, I thank you for coming. My special thanks go to the alumni keynote speaker, Professor Pat
Utomi. Prof. Utomi has several career portfolios in government, academia, and business, and most recently, he was the presidential candidate of
African Democratic Congress (ADC) in the 2007 Nigerian Presidential election. I also give a special thanks to our guest keynote speaker, Chief
Chike Momah, author, a former UN official, an Igbo community leader and a member of Board of Directors of Songhai Charities Inc. of New
Jersey. I acknowledged especially, his pedigree of being an alumnus of another great school- Government College Umuahia. Sir, we appreciate
your acceptance to be here with us today.
For the sake of those who are in contact with us for the first time, let me briefly introduce Christ the King College Onitsha in the context of this
evening‘s event. In 1933, the Catholic Archbishop of Onitsha, His Grace, The Most Rev. Charles Heerey, C.S.Sp established Christ the King
College, (CKC) in the town of Onitsha, in Anambra State of Nigeria. His mission was to educate, and to refine the minds of young males in the
region with Catholic moral principles, essential to face challenges of life with which to successfully lead and serve mankind. The motto of the
college is Bonitas, Disciplina, Scientia (Goodness, Discipline, and Knowledge) and by applying this dictum, the school flourished as one of the
best college preparatory schools in Nigeria thereby fulfilling the axiom: Primus, Inter Pares, which means first among equals. In time, the
college produced many of the sharpest and brilliant minds ever in West Africa and beyond. Quintessential Economist, Dr. Pius Okigbo,
Mathematician, Dr. Chike Obi, and legal luminary, Justice Chukwudifu Oputa were products of this great school, which has produced world
class leaders in sciences, medicine, humanities, politics, business, who now do selfless work for mankind.
But down the road – vagaries of Nigerian politics upturned the table of goodness, discipline, and knowledge at CKC. That trend began after
the end of the civil war, and specifically in 1972, when the East Central State Government of Nigeria took over private schools in the state.
From then to present - 35 years in all, CKC was left to rot and the rot is something idiosyncratic and difficult to comprehend in this era of
enlightenment and Nigeria being a super oil producer. The magnitude of this neglect is too large to ignore, yet Nigerian political leaders have
not recognized the negative impact the government take over of private schools has in the region. In the case of CKC, the methodical carnage of
the college rests on the destruction of its maxim: Bonitas, Disciplina, Scientia – the credo, which is the hallmark of the college, and which,
through the years, was used to shape students to lead and to provide selfless services to mankind. Sir Isaac Newton, a celebrated scientist, who
worked extensively on gravity, optics, and calculus once said to his colleagues and admirers that his success in scientific exploration was ―due
to his determination and solid education‖. He declared, ―If I have seen farther than others, it is because I have stood on the shoulders of
giants.” Same can be said for every CKC student. Like Newton, we all once stood on the shoulders of giants; not anymore, for the giant that
supported our sustained rise to Olympian heights has been weakened.
In the atypical atmosphere I have depicted, it is certain that CKC cannot revive its glory from the present rut without its alumni intervention. It is
understandable, therefore, that in the fall of 1997 some CKC alumni in America formed Christ the King College Onitsha Alumni Association in
America (CKC–AAA). The association has been in existence for a decade. In those years, we have raised and spent over N16 million to
revitalize our alma mater (see page10). We could not have done so without your fervent support. We thank you immensely. We are also
indebted to those, who assisted us during the 2001 Convention in Boston. The work we have done is just a seep of what needs to be done – it is
like a drop of water in the ocean. Any institution whose infrastructures are neglected for 35 years without maintenance and proper care will
certainly be decrepit. Add to that the damages done CKC structures during the intensive civil war battle in the town from 1967 to 1970.
While thanking you all for coming here tonight to support and celebrate with us, I also thank you in advance for your generosity. I will be remiss
if I do not mention the bastions of CKC-AAA; our National Secretary, Oseloka Obaze, President, Ichie NT Izuchi, ex-President, Mr. Fidelis
Atuegbu, National Treasurer, Larry Ozoh, National Financial Secretary, Eugene Agbimson, NE Chapter former Vice-President, Mr. Emeka
Nwokeji and all the national and chapter executives, past and present and general members. These are men with phantom heads and stone-strong
legs, who have carried the Association and walked several miles in the past decade without showing any signs of distress. They have consistent
energy, wisdom, and commitment for our cause and to restore our mantle of goodness. Finally, I thank my New England Chapter and Boston
LOC colleagues for taking the pains to organize and make this Convention a success. Please enjoy all the activities we have for you, but
remember to donate generously. We need your help to continue our humanitarian venture on improving the standard of education at home.
[TAG]
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FROM THE PRESIDENCY

Prof. NT Izuchi

Contemplating A Decade Long March
Distinguished guests, friends, family and alumni of Christ the King College Onitsha, it gives me the utmost pleasure to welcome you to this
special event- our 2007 Annual Banquet. Welcome to the historic City of Boston. This year is especially unique for our association - Christ the
King College Alumni Association In America (CKC-AAA). Although this is our Eleventh Annual Convention, 2007 marks the full decade of
our existence and service to our dear old and great school. Coincidentally, we are meeting on the eve of the seventy-fifth Anniversary of our
Alma Mater.
Although it is anecdotal, there are well-founded grounds for our claim to be Primus Inter Pares or first among equals. Simple put: there are
many great and good colleges in Nigeria, but in context and comparison, CKC Onitsha is a above all a better school. I mention this, so that
everyone will understand why it is imperative that we, as alumni of such a school must rally to support it and give back a little.
As the President of CKC-AAA, and its spokesman, I must say that we are truly gratified that you have all joined to show your love and support
and to underscore the importance you attach to quality education. Words are insufficient in expressing our appreciation for your presence. What
is more important, however, is your show of support for community service. Our convention theme this year, “one decade of service”, speaks
eloquently to the decade that we are rounding-up and the one ahead of us.
We are exceptionally grateful to our two keynote speakers. Professor Patrick Utomi, who happens to be an eminent Nigerian, has a unique
pedigree; he is a CKC alumnus. Chief Chike Momah is an old friend of CKC, who went to another Great and Shining school - Government
College Umuahia. He is our guest keynote speaker this evening. His being here, is a testimony that we at CKC-AAA understand a thing or two
about peerage. Both gentlemen belong to the Nigerian intelligentsia, as you can readily glean from their respective bios. I want to place on
record our profound gratitude for their accepting our humble invitation.
What is CKC-AAA all about? It is about sustaining a vision and a mission. In a nutshell, ―Christ the King College Onitsha, Nigeria, is an all
boy’s high school. Its mission is to facilitate, nurture, and instill in youths a thirst for goodness, discipline and knowledge based on catholic
moral principles, in preparation for life’s journey to create a better world.” Our goal at CKC-AAA, simply, is to give sustenance to that
mission. We hope to make a great school greater and ensure that it will continue to enhance mankind through its alumni. In serving CKC-AAA
we serve the old school and sustain the vision of the founding fathers, which was to bring excellent academic training, good citizenship, and
socio-economic progress to the people in the environ of the school.
As can be seen from page 10 of this journal, our association has so far injected some N16 million into the revitalization of the school and its
stricture. We are far away from realizing out ultimate objectives, which is to address the school‘s unmet needs, rebuild existing structures and
then build new ones befitting for the 21st Century.
Naturally, we see as a critical juncture and benchmark for making visible progress, our school‘s Diamond Jubilee in 2008. As we move from
here onto the Diamond Jubilee, we shall be counting on the generosity of our alumni, our friends, families, and supporters to help us realize our
goals. Please bear this mind when you give. Do give generously to a worthy cause. Enjoy yourselves and have a very pleasant evening. Thank
you. [TAG]
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CKC-AAA - WHAT WE STAND FOR
The Association And Its Purpose
Christ the King College Onitsha, Nigeria has a present enrolment of 3,000 students in both the Junior Secondary School (JSS) and Senior
Secondary School (SSS) levels (Grades 7- 12). Christ the King College Onitsha, is a seventy-two year old institution founded in 1933 by Irish
missionaries. It is dedicated to the intellectual and personal growth of male youth, within the context of well-rounded liberal arts education in a
Catholic environment.
Christ the King College Onitsha Alumni Association in America (CKC-AAA), the body of the alumni of the school in the Americas, is
committed to supporting the school in fulfilling its mission mandate ―to facilitate, nurture and instill in youths, a thirst for goodness, discipline
and knowledge based on Catholic moral principles, in preparation for life‘s journey to create a better world.‖ In this context, CKC-AAA strives
to give impetus to the school‘s effort to preserve quality education and values; promote academic excellence, sportsmanship, and good
citizenship; and bridging CKC past students with the present and future students. CKC-AAA, a 501 (C) 3 non-profit and tax-exempt
entity was formed in 1997 and is incorporated in the State of Georgia. It has its registered office in Decatur, Georgia. It has chapters in seven
states. Alumni of CKC Onitsha resident in the United States established Association for the purpose of promoting the noble, academic, moral
and leadership ideals, which CKC Onitsha stands for. The Association is also committed to raising funds for sustaining, improving and
developing the educational, physical and sports structures of the institution, which have fallen on hard times and eventually offering financial
assistance to deserving but indigent students as well as rewarding industrious and committed academic staff of the school. CKC-AAA‘s sole
objective is to promote academic excellence by developing the educational, physical and sports structures of the institution. Under the
Provisions of the 1999 Los angles Plan of Action for the Revitalization of Christ the King College, Onitsha, and the 2004 Washington
DC Follow-Up Plan of Action, CKC-AAA has disbursed well over N16 million Naira since 2000 for revitalization projects at the
school. [TAG]

* Our Culture * Our Future*

Kwenu.com
Pundits, Bloggers and Net Surfers’ Choice
For the Most Incisive and Unvarniesd Analysis On Issues
Germane to Igbo, Nigerian and African Interests
Plus the Kwenu.com Book Review Forum,
– open to all books written by Africans or on Africa
– the cutting edge book review forum for emerging authors
Reedbuck, P.O.Box 150, Bloomfield NJ 07003
e-mail: reedbuck@aol.com; http//www.kwenu.com
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A GLIMPSE OF CKC-AAA AT WORK
Under the Provisions of the 1999 Los Angles Plan of Action and the 2004 Washington DC Follow-Up Plan of
Action for the Revitalization of Christ the King College, Onitsha, CKC-AAA has spent some N13 million
Naira since Year 2000 on revitalization projects at the school. The breakdown is listed below:

2006
 N3 Million Naira (N3,000,000. 00) Two Million Eight Hundred Thousand (N2,800.000) for the Construction
of a befitting ―Diamond Jubilee‖ portal (primary entrance) for the school; One Hundred Thousand Naira
(N100,000.00) to service CKC-AAA Annual Motivational Award for the ―Best Tutor‖ and ―Best Student‖ in
2007; and One Hundred Thousand Naira (N100, 000.00) to service the ―School Principal‘s‘ Unforeseen
Emergency Expense Fund for 2007;

2005
 N2. Million Naira (N2,000,000. 00) supplementary fund for the rehabilitation of the Block ―C‘ and ―D‖ for
hiring two (2) qualified part-time teachers for English Language and Mathematics; to service CKC-AAA Annual
Motivational Award for the ―Best Tutor‖ and ―Best Student‖ in 2006; and to service the School Principal‘s
Emergency Fund for 2006;

2004
 N2.5 Million Naira (N2,500,000. 00) for the rehabilitation of the School Dining Hall; for the rehabilitation of
Tennis Court ―B‖; to service CKC-AAA Annual Motivational Award for the ―Best Tutor‖ and ―Best Student‖
;and to service the School Principal‘s Contingency Fund.

2003
 N2 million Naira (N2,000,000.00) for purchasing a high-power standby electricity generating plant for the
school; to service CKC-AAA Annual Motivational Award for the ―Best Tutor‖ and ―Best Student‖; to service the
School Principal‘s Contingency Fund; Six Computers (valued at N750,000.00) for the Administrative Offices and
School Library.$5,000. 00 (Five thousand dollars) donation from the Coca-Cola Foundation for establishing a
school clinic (infirmary).

2002
 N2 million Naira (N2, 000,000.00) for the rehabilitation of the Schools Administrative Blocks ―C‖ & ―D‖;
towards completion of the Students‘ toilet facilities; to service CKC-AAA Annual Motivational Award for the
―Best Tutor‖ and ―Best Student‖ in 2003; to establish the School Principal‘s Contingency Fund.

2001
 N2.3million Naira (N2, 300,000.00) for the initial setting up of a school Computer Laboratory; rehabilitating the
school campus roads, landscapes and courts; refurbishment of the school‘s library; for equipment for Blind
Special Education Department; to service CKC-AAA Annual Motivational Award for the ―Best Tutor‖ and ―Best
Student‖.

2000
 N2 million Naira (N2, 000,000.00) for the construction of a new students toilet block at and the Rehabilitation
of the Main Administrative Building Block ―A‖ and ―B‖ at CKC Onitsha. [TAG]
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CKC-AAA 2007 Convention
20th–22ndJuly 2007, Boston, MA
Provisional Agenda

Friday 20th July 2007
 7a.m. –7 p.m. Arrivals
 8-11pm: Executive Session (Venue TBC)
 National Executives, Chairmen of Chapters, Standing Committees &
Boston, Local Organizing Committee Only [By Invitation]

Saturday 21st July 2007







 8-9 a.m. Convention Mass (Rev. Fr. Ugo Arinze, Chaplain of CKC-AAA)
 9 a.m. - 6pm: Convention Plenary, Committee Sessions and Elections

Registration/Pick Up Convention Package

Opening Prayers

Welcome By Host Chapter and Host City

General Introduction of Attendees/Roll Call

President’s Opening Remarks

Reading and Adoption of 2006 San Francisco, CA Convention Minutes

 Alumni Keynote Speaker: Prof. Pat O. Utomi ,
Politician, Political Economist, Entrepreneur & Management Guru

(LUNCH BREAK)
















Consideration of Reports:
The State of the School Report
The State of the Association Report
Adoption of the Decisions of the 11th CKC-AAA Convention
Closing Remarks
Closing Prayers/Adjournment
Group Photograph

7:30 p.m.-2:00 a.m.: 2007 Dinner/Fund-Raising Banquet


Guest Keynote Speaker: Chief Chike Momah
(Nnabuenyi Nnewi)
Author, former UN Official & Igbo Community Leader




Donations and Pledges
Appreciation Awards
CKC-AAA 2007 “Exceptional Service Award”

Sunday 22nd July 2007

 9 a.m.-10:30 a.m. Executive Breakfast Session (Optional)
 Dispersal/Departures
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Prof. Patrick Okedinachi Utomi
2007 Convention Alumni Keynote Speaker
Prof. Patrick Okedinachi Utomi, a member of the set admitted into Christ the King College Onitsha in January 1967 (Class
of ’73), was most recently, the presidential candidate of the African Democratic Congress (ADC) in the 2007 Nigerian general
elections and founder of the Center for Values in Leadership.
A political economist, management lecturer and entrepreneur, his brilliant career include notable positions, namely, Vice
Chairman Bank PHB (2006-present); Chairman Platinum Bank (2000-05); Asst General Manager, Chief Operating Officer and
eventually Acting CEO, Volkswagen of Nigeria (1986-1993); Chairman, PatIke Communications (1984-85); Partner Utomapp
Ltd. (1984-85); and Special Assistant (Policy) The Nigerian Presidency, 91983). A fellow of the Institute of Management
Consultants of Nigeria and a Senior Faculty of the Lagos Business School -Pan African University, he is Director of The Centre
For Applied Economics at the Lagos Business School. He has served in Senior positions in government, as an Adviser to the
President of Nigeria; the Private Sector, as Chief Operating Officer for Volkswagen of Nigeria, and in academia. He is the author
of several Management and Public Policy books including the Award Winning Managing Uncertainty: Competition and Strategy
in Emerging Economies. His academic background covers a range from Policy Economics, Business Administration, and
Political Science to Mass Communication. As an entrepreneur he has founded or co-founded companies that are active in fields
including financial services, ICT, and media.
His policy assignments include, Chairman, Presidential Panel for Restructuring Agencies of Integrity and Transparency for the
Federal Republic of Nigeria; Served as Secretary and later as Acting Chairman, Economic Advisory Team for candidate Olusegun
Obasanjo in the run-up to the 1999 Presidential election; served on the Governance Committee of the transition council of
President-elect Olusegun Obasanjo, PPRAC; Chaired the Privatization Committee - Governor- Elect of Lagos State, Bola Tinubu's
transition working group. Serves on the Privatization Consultative Council for Lagos State; served in USAID team designing and
implementing training intervention for elected officials in Nigeria in 1999; served on Advisory Committee to Review JAMB
(1999); serves on the National Council on Privatization Steering committee for Pensions Reform; and serves on the ministerial
advisory committee on WTO and Trade Policy.
Prof. Utomi had his secondary education at Christ the King College, Onitsha (1967), Loyola College, Ibadan, Nigeria (1968- 1971),
his undergraduate studies from University of Nigeria, Nsukka (1973-1977). He earned his MA, MPA and Ph. D degrees from
Indiana University (Bloomington), USA. [TAG]
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Chief Chike Momah
2007 Convention Guest Keynote Speaker
Chief Chike Momah, (Nnabuenyi Nnewi) author, former UN Official, elder statesman and Igbo community
leader. His Royal Highness the Igwe of Nnewi conferred him with a chieftancy title.
Born on 20 October 1930 as Christian Chike Momah, to Sidney and Grace Momah, of Obiuno, Otolo, Nnewi,
Nigeria, he attended Government College, Umuahia from 1944 – 1949. A close friend, contemporary and school
mate of Chinua Achebe, Chief Momah earned a B.A. in History, English and Religious Studies in 1953 from the
University College, Ibadan and the Associateship of the Library in 1959 from the University College, London. He
still holds the distinction of being the first Nigerian graduate Land Officer (1954-1956) in the Public Service of
the Eastern Nigerian government.
He worked as a librarian in the University College, Ibadan (1956-1962); the University of Lagos (1962-1965); and
the United Nations, first in Geneva, Switzerland (1966-1978), and then in New York (from 1978 till his
retirement in1990). A community leader and activist, he serves on the Board of Directors of Songhai Charities,
Inc. of New Jersey and was its first Executive Director and Editor-In-Chief of its journal, INYEAKA. He has also
served as Vice President IGBO-USA, NJ, Inc., and Patron and first Chairman of the Board of Directors GCUOBAUSA. He has with great zeal and devotion, served the Nigerian Community and many community-based
organizations in New Jersey and currently, in Texas.
His published works include: Friends And Dreams (1997); Titi: Biafran Maid In Geneva (1999); and The Shining
Ones (2003). His fourth novel, The Stream Never Dries Up, is forthcoming. He has written several articles on
Nigeria and on the United States of America. Although no longer an active player, Chief Momah has an undying
passion for the game of cricket and, in his time, represented Nigeria twice in international cricket matches.
Chief Momah has been married to Ethel, nee Obi, since 1959. A registered nurse, Ethel is certified in obstetrics,
and is now retired. The couple has two sons, a daughter and several grandchildren. Chief Momah has been
honored with awards recognizing his involvement in many associations and organizations, including the first
meritorious awards given by Songhai Charities, Inc., and by the GCUOBA, Inc., both in 2003. [TAG]
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New Jersey [The Garden State]
Chapter of CKC-AAA
Salute
OUR NEW ENGLAND SISTER CHAPTER
On The Occasion Of Hosting

The 11th Annual CKC-AAA Convention
20-22 July 2007, Boston MA,
As We Celebrate the 10th Anniversary of CKC-AAA
And our
“One Decade of Service”
We Recommit Ourselves to the Lofty Ideals of
Bonitas, Disciplina And Scientia
~ PRIMUS ~

Francis Asokwu Sea
President, Ad Interim
CKC-AAA, New Jersey Chapter
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C.K.C. Anthem
Three cheers for Cee Kay Cee -- Cee Kay Cee
Three cheers for Cee Kay Cee -- Cee Kay Cee
May the fame of our college last forever
Three cheers for Cee Kay Cee -- Cee Kay Cee
Our colors are white and blue -- white and blue
Our colors are white and blue -- white and blue
May the fame of our college last forever
Three cheers for Cee Kay Cee -- Cee Kay Cee

C.K.C. Alumni Creed
Heavenly Father, You have graciously given us
the great gift of time on earth to know, love and serve You.
You have also given us the responsibility of answer to the call
of public service and charity with Goodness, Discipline and Knowledge.
Help us to cherish and use each minute well.
We are grateful for Your benevolence and the promise of
redemption, which our patron, Christ The King obtained for us on Calvary.
We are thankful for the opportunity to attend CKC.
Father, so many people and projects vie for our time
Many, including the needs of our alma mater are worthwhile.
So we ask our patron, Christ the King to guide and help us discern
What is really important and what we should do.
May we receive the Grace of responding to the needy
and make time in our lives for daily prayers. Assist us to dedicate
ourselves to continuing the work started by those before us and
to assist those who follow our path at Christ the King College
Onitsha. We ask this through Jesus Christ, Your Son, Who lives
And reigns with You and the Holy Spirit, one God for ever and ever
Amen.
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Are you selling/buying a house in San Francisco Bay Area?
Make it a pleasant experience. Call Barry today
.

One Decade of Service

CKC-AAA
1997-2007
What Have You Done For Your School Lately?

Floreat CKC!
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The Honor Roll
CKC-AAA Exceptional Service Award Winners
The Executives of Christ the King College Alumni Association in America (CKC-AAA) at their quarterly meeting held on 1 June, 2001 decided institute an
annual award program to recognize all those members of the Association who had rendered exceptional service to the Association. The decision was ratified
during the Plenary Session of the Fifth Annual Convention of CKCAAA held in Boston, MA from 13-15 July 2001. Since then at every annual convention a
number of CKC-AAA members are recognized and honored with the CKC Exceptional Service Award (ESA). The ESA is given to the honorees, in
acknowledgement of their loyalty, diligence, selfless service dedication and contribution to promoting the cause of the Association, and to the end, the greater
glory and welfare of our alma mater, Christ the King College Onitsha, Nigeria. They received the award on the strength of the secret evaluations, nominations,
and votes cast by their peers. The recent awards were given at the Ninth Annual Convention of CKC-AAA held in Woodbridge, NJ, from 15-17 July 2005. ESA
recipients since it inception are listed below.[TAG]

2006 [San Francisco]

Prof. Alex Acholonu (MS)

Mr. Charles Mba (MA),

Mr. Dominic Ezeani (MD)

Dr. Clement Nduka (TX)
2005 [Woodbridge, NJ]

Dr. Ben Akanegbu (MD)

Mr. Boniface Chibueze (MA)

Mr. Obi Ene (NY)

Rev. Ugo Paul Arinze (WI)

Dr. Chris Moumah (GA)

Mr. Oseloka Abadom (TX)
2004 [Washington DC]

Mr. EddyFunn Ikemefuna, (CA)

Mr. Innocent Nwokeji, (MA)

Mr. John Dureke, (MD)

Mr. Anthony Machie, (TX)

Mr. Ben Ehirim, (GA)
2003 [Houston]






Mr. Chris Ayika, (MN)
Mr. Nonso Emecheta, (Canada)
Mr Okey S. Ezeani, (MD)
Mr. Chris Inoma, (TX)
Mr. Stanley Okey Ofomata, (CA)

2002 [Atlanta]







Dr. Immanuel Uketui, (MO)
Prof. Ntohm Izuchi, (MA)
Mr. Patrick Ejike, (GA)
Mr. Fidelis Atuegbu (CA)
Mr. Eugene Agbimson, (NY)
Mr. Emmanuel Onua, (IL)

2001 [Boston]






Dr. Kingsley Nwosu, (NJ )
Mr. Charles Okoye, (IL)
Mr. Larry Ozoh, (GA)
Dr. Francis Asokwu Sea, (NJ)
Mr. Oseloka Obaze, (NJ)
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CKC-AAA NEW YORK
Proclaim
Three Cheers For C.K.C.
And To

OUR NEW ENGLAND SISTER CHAPTER
On The Occasion Of Hosting

The 11th Annual CKC-AAA Convention
20-22 July 2007, Boston MA,
As We Celebrate the 10th Anniversary of CKC-AAA
And our
“One Decade of Service”
We Recommit Ourselves to the Lofty Ideals of
Bonitas, Disciplina And Scientia
~ PRIMUS ~
~ Floreat CKC ~

Eugene Agbimson
President, Ad Interim
CKC-AAA, New York Chapter
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HONOR ROLL
CKC PRINCIPALS
1933 to 2007

2006-2008(Current Executives)
2004-2006

“Only the educated are free”
- Epictetus

“Do not do anything that will reflect poorly on
your school or family, as the case might be.”
- Rev. Fr. Nicholas C. Tagbo
To CKC Alumnus Fidelis Atuegbu
“Let such teach others who themselves, excel,
And censure freely who have written well.”
- Alexander Pope

The Architects
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th

Rev Fr. W.L. Brolly -1933-1937
Rev. Fr. M Flanagan -1938-1941
Rev. Fr J. Keane
-1942-1943
Rev. Fr. A. Callaghan -1943
Rev. Fr. M. Flanagan -1943-1948
Rev. Fr. M. Clifford -1949-1953
Rev. Fr. W Butler
-1953-1954
Rev. Fr. J. Keane
-1955-1956
Rev. Fr. J. FitzPatrick -1956-1963

The Builders
10th
11th
12th
13th
14th
15th
16th
1996*
17th
18th
19th

Rev. Fr. N. C. Tagbo -1963-1972*
Chief A.A.O. Ezenwa -1973-1974*
Rev. H. Chiwuzie
-1974-1975
Mr. P. E. Ezeokeke -1975-1976
Rev. Fr. N.C. Tagbo -1976-1985*
Mr. M. N. Enemou -1985-1987
Rev. Dr. V. A. Nwosu
-1987Mr J.E. Chukwurah
Mr. E. C. Umeh
Chief N. E. Olisah

CKC-AAA EXECUTIVES
Present & Past

-1996-1997*
-1997-2000
-2000- date*

-----* CKC Onitsha alumnus

President
Vice President
Secretary
Financial Secretary
Treasurer
Public Relations Officer
Agent
Chaplain
Webmaster
Ex-Officio

-Prof. Ntohm IZUCHI
-Mr. Ben EHIRIM
-Mr. Oseloka OBAZE
-Mr. Eugene AGBIMSON
-Mr. Larry OZOH
-Dr. Francis ASOKWU SEA
-Mr. Patrick EJIKE
-Rev. Fr. Ugo Paul ARINZE
-Dr. Kingsley NWOSU
-Mr. Fidelis ATUEGBU

2002-2004
President
Vice President
Secretary
Financial Secretary
Treasurer
Public Relations Officer
Agent
Webmaster

-Mr. Fidelis ATUEGBU
-Mr. Emma ONUA
-Mr. Oseloka OBAZE
-Mr. Eugene AGBIMSON, CPA
-Mr. Larry OZOH
-Dr. Francis ASOKWU SEA,
-Mr. Patrick EJIKE
-Dr. Kingsley NWOSU

2000-2002
President
Vice President
Secretary
Financial Secretary
Treasurer
Public Relations Officer
Agent
Webmaster

-Mr. Fidelis ATUEGBU
-Mr. Emma ONUA
-Mr. Oseloka OBAZE
-Mr. Eugene AGBIMSON, CPA
-Mr. Larry OZOH
–Dr. Francis ASOKWU SEA
-Mr. Patrick EJIKE
-Dr. Kingsley NWOSU

1997-2000 (Pioneer Executives)
President
Vice President
Secretary
Secretary
Financial Secretary
Treasurer
Public Relations Officer
Agent
Webmaster

-Mr. Fidelis ATUEGBU
-Mr. Emma ONUA
-Mr. Vincent Onyebuchi (1997-98)
-Mr. Oseloka OBAZE, (1998-00)
-Mr. Larry OZOH,
-Dr. Kingsley NWOSU
- Dr. Francis ASOKWU SEA, Esq.
- Mr. Patrick EJIKE
-Dr. Kingsley NWOSU

From One Decade to Another
We Serve With Diligence And Honor.
The Medium is the Message

They Served With Honor
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ETHEL and CHIKE MOMAH
respectively of

Archdeacon Crowther Memorial Girls Secondary School, Elelenwa
and

Government College, Umuahia
send

COLLEGIAL GREETINGS
and CONGRATULATIONS to

Oseloka OBAZE
and the
Christ the King College Alumni Association in America

(CKC-AAA)
on the occasion of
the Association‘s

ELEVENTH ANNUAL CONVENTION

July 20-22, 2007
and on its
ONE DECADE OF SERVICE TO CKC
We salute

Ntohmchukwu Izuchi (National President)
and the

Executive Officers of the Association

ETHEL MOMAH (Arunne)
CHIKE MOMAH (Nnabuenyi)
Arlington, Texas
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TAG Humor
FIVE BEST THINGS TO SAY IF YOU GET CAUGHT SLEEPING AT YOUR DESK:
5. "They told me at the Blood Bank this might happen."
4. "This is just a 15 minute power nap they raved about in the time management course you sent me to."
3. "Whew! Guess I left the top off the Whiteout. You probably got here just in time."
2. "Did you ever notice sound coming out of these keyboards when you put your ear down real close?"
1. And the NUMBER ONE best thing to say if you get caught sleeping at your desk...Raise your head slowly and
say, "...in Jesus' name, Amen.
Special truths and Memorable comments!
1. Save The Whales. Collect The Whole Set.
2. A Day Without Sunshine is Like, Night.
3. On The Other Hand, You Have Different Fingers..
4. I Just Got Lost In Thought. It Wasn't Familiar Territory .
5. 42.7% Of All Statistics Are Made Up On The Spot.
6. Light Travels Faster Than Sound, Which Is Why Some People Appear Bright Until You Hear Them Speak.
7. I Feel Like I'm Diagonally Parked In A Parallel Universe.
8. Honk If You Love Peace And Quiet.
9. Remember, Half The People You Know Are Below Average.
10. He Who Laughs Last, Thinks Slowest.
11. Depression Is Merely Anger Without Enthusiasm.
12 . The Early Bird May Get The Worm, But The Second Mouse Gets The Cheese.
13. I Drive Way Too Fast To Worry About Cholesterol.
14. Support Bacteria. They're The Only Culture Some People Have.
15. Monday Is An Awful Way To Spend 1/7 Of Your Week.
16. A Clear Conscience Is Usually The Sign Of A Bad Memory.
17. Change Is Inevitable, Except From Vending Machines.
18. Get A New Car For Your Spouse. It'll Be A Great Trade!
19. Plan To Be Spontaneous Tomorrow
20. Always Try To Be Modest, And Be Proud Of It!
21. If You Think Nobody Cares, Try Missing A Couple Of Payments.
22. How Many Of You Believe In Psycho-Kinesis? Raise My Hand.
23 . Ok,.... So What's The Speed Of Dark?
24. How Do You Tell When You're Out Of Invisible Ink?
25. If Everything Seems To Be Going Well, You Have Obviously Overlooked Something.
26. When Everything Is Coming Your Way, You're In The Wrong Lane.
27. Hard Work May Pay Off In The Future. Laziness pays Off Now.
28. Everyone Has A Photographic Memory. Some Just do Not Have Film.
29. If Barbie Is So Popular, Why Do You Have To Buy Her Friends?
30. How Much Deeper Would The Ocean Be Without Sponges?
31. Eagles May Soar, But Weasels Do Not Get Sucked Into Jet Engines.
32. What Happens If You Get Scared Half To Death Twice?
33. I Used To Have An Open Mind But My Brains Kept Falling Out.
34. I Couldn't Repair Your Brakes, So I Made Your Horn Louder.
35. Why Do Psychics Have To Ask You For Your Name?
36. Inside Every Older Person Is A Younger Person Wondering What Happened.
37. Just Remember - If The World Did Not Suck, We Would All Fall Off [TAG]
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The Obaze Family
of Iselin, NJ
SALUTE
CKC-AAA, INC.
On the Occasion of its
TENTH ANNIVERSARY
And 11th ANNUAL CONVENTION
20-22 JULY 2007
Boston, MA
We Congratulate our
Husband and Dad
Oseloka Obaze
National Secretary, CKC-AAA, Inc.
In Honor of his
Dedicated Service To His Alma Mater.
Leadership Is Action And Example,
Not Position!

FLOTREAT CKC ! THREE CHEERS FOR CKC!! UP CKC!!!
Ofunne Omo Obaze, MD
AND FAMILY
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Perspectives

My Wishes For You
By Amaka Uzoh
Editors Note: This piece is adapted from a speech given by Amaka Uzoh to a group of high
achieving 5th, 6th, 9th, 12th who had received awards for high GPA, performing arts,
leadership, improved GPA, and spiritual consciousness during the Santa Clara County
Alliance of Black Educators (SCCABE) 2007 Awards. Ms Uzoh hopes that the CKC-AAA
family and the larger CKC Onitsha community and their children may also pick something up
from it. This is her second article for this journal.

Thank you all for presenting me with this wonderful award today. Even though my name is on it, my successes are really the
collective achievement of this entire community. I am a reflection of all that you have invested in me over the years and I thank you
for that. Let me share a selection from Nelson Mandela‘s Inaugural address, which constantly motivates me to excel. Many of you
may be familiar with it.
Our greatest fear is not that we are inadequatebut that we are powerful beyond measure.
It is our light, not our darkness, that frightens us.
We ask ourselves, Who am I to be brilliant,
Gorgeous, handsome, talented, and fabulous?
Actually, who are YOU, not to be?
even though this address is lovely just the way it is,
(I’m going to have to remix it right about now)
the next line is--You are a child of God
for the purposes of this gathering, I have amended it to
You are an African American
Your playing small does not serve the world.
There is nothing enlightened about shrinking
So that, other people won’t feel insecure around you.
We were born to make manifest the glory of God within us.
It is not just in some; it is in everyone.
And, as we let our own light shine, we consciously give
other people permission to do the same.
As we are liberated from our fear,
Our presence automatically liberates others.
As black people, we stand out. We just do. And many people find this intimidating. The fact that we have risen so high, despite
being continuously downtrodden only hints at the magnitude of our force. And to an outsider that can be scary. That is scary. There
are so many legendary African American men and women past and present is so overwhelming and we begin to distance ourselves
from them. Toni Morrison, August Wilson, Wilt Chamberlain, Dr. King, Thurgood Marshall, Dr. Ben Carson, Romare Bearden, to
name a just a few. All these people who belong in books, they are so out of my league I used to think. Then I realized that these
people had no supernatural powers. They are normal just like me. All that they are can be me, it should be me. Then I decided that it
will be me. I had no excuse not to.
I learned to be proactive, the food is out there and if no on is serving me, I will stand up and help myself. Use what you‘ve got. I‘ve
wanted to be a pediatrician for my entire life and when I didn‘t have the opportunity to volunteer at local hospitals, I
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became my school‘s Student Athletic Trainer and learned sports medicine. I need a place to improve my leadership skills, I found
the NAACP Youth Council. I thought it would be cool to be in a youth African dance troupe, so I started one. I applied to enter into
an international talent showcase in Nigeria and I ended up becoming a Youth Ambassador for the sponsoring organization. You
miss 100% of the shots that you don‘t take. We are coming to a time where our heritage is less of a burden and more of a blessing.
There are so many resources out there made with you in mind. We have affirmative action on our side in many private schools,
scholarships and programs made just for us. I have been involved in several Black Youth Leadership Project Open Houses and
Debates. We are the only outside group with the privilege of debating on the Assembly floor in Sacramento‘s capitol building. Your
heritage is a tool, make use of it.
Yes, I am involved in many things but my affiliations represent my values, and since I enjoy them all, they aren‘t chores. Colleges
look at my activities list and they‘re impressed that I can keep my grades up, get good standardized test scores, and stay connected
with my community. Admissions are so competitive that it‘s not about grades anymore. One of my classmates has taken 17 AP and
honors courses, receiving his lowest grade of an A- only once. His GPA is astronomical, but his only extracurricular activity is
taking extra advanced Calculus math courses at Stanford university. Stanford was his dream school so he applied there early action.
And got rejected. Not even deferred but rejected. Colleges are in this game for what they can get to. It‘s not all about you any
more, you have to prove that you can contribute to their campus community better than the next person can.
As Mandela states, we can‘t afford to shrink to accommodate others and make them feel at ease around us. Instead we need to glow,
grow and maximize our potential. You need to pull others along with our gravitational force and lead by example. You need to be
inspirational. There‘s nothing wrong with you if you‘re the only one raising your hand in class. That sets you apart. It doesn‘t
matter if your classmates laugh at you and ask you why you know all the answers. They say that‘s ―white‖ and therefore not cool.
The real question shouldn‘t be why are you raising your hand, it should be why aren‘t they raising their hands. And that‘s exactly
what you should ask them.
I‘m going to share three pieces of advice that have helped me incredibly. #1-- don‘t ever let your environment restrict you.
Sometimes when you get to the top, there aren‘t many brown faces up there with you, but don‘t ever let that discourage you. If
people ask you why you act white and always raise your hand in class, you need to turn around and ask them why they don‘t raise
their hands in class. They‘re the ones with the problem, not you. Also, if you outgrow your surroundings and can‘t find your needs
at your school, it‘s important that you move on. I myself skipped a grade in elementary school and even then, I was still bored in
class. The school wouldn‘t let me skip another grade because they didn‘t think I would be socially mature so I started taking
community college courses while I was in middle school. By my 8th grade graduation, I had completed math up to Pre-Calculus and
Statistics while the most advanced kids in my grade finished Algebra 1. This set me on a higher track and opened doors for me to
take science courses earlier. This exposure to math and science has moved me to pursue a degree in biomedical engineer as a premed path. I didn‘t get a competitive score on my SATs because I‘m a super genius, I got it because I‘ve been taking them every year
since 7th grades. It‘s all practice and by the time I was a senior, I wasn‘t even competing with the rest of the country, I was
competing with my old score. Communicate your needs with your parents and guardians. They love you and are here to help you.
Don‘t forget to thank them for that.
#2. Don‘t ever get ―settling syndrome‖ because it‘s the hardest affliction to reverse. The greatest disservice you can do to yourself
is to not look for challenges. your homework is so easy that you actually have a spare 6 hours to spend on Myspace or AIM each
evening, and you still go to bed by 11, maybe you should look into some more challenging courses and extracurricular activities.
Volunteer, join a club, make a club, start your own company. Think of yourself as a project, because that‘s what you really are.
Imagine that you do all of step 1 with a 100% grade. Then in step 2, you relax a little and work at only 90% at of your potential.
What‘s 90% of 100? 90. I mean it‘s not a solid A+ but it‘s respectable, right? On the night you are to complete step 3, a my ―Super
Sweet Sixteen‖ marathon distracts you on television, allowing you to only devote 90% of your attention on that. Now for all you
math high achievers—What‘s 90% of 90? 81. Hmm isn‘t that encroaching on B-minus territory? Perhaps you‘re a smart person and
you realize that the quality of your work isn‘t what it used to be. Then you may pledge to do extra extra well to bring the quality of
my project back where it used to be. Unfortunately, you‘re so used to doing 90%work , that 90% becomes your ―normal‖ and your
new ―best‖ becomes 95%. Now for all you mental math whizzes, what is 95% of 81? It‘s a 77. That‘s a C! You think you‘re only
lowering your standards by a little bit, but when they all factor together, the impact is huge. An A+ student consistently performing
at an A-minus level is truly a C version of what they really could be.
The last piece of advice and probably most important advice I‘ll leave you with is #3 --―Maintain your flavor, no matter where
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you are.” My school currently boasts 29 African American students out of a student body of over 1650. And when I say boast, I‘m
not being sarcastic. When I was a freshman, you could count us all on both fingers and a foot. This year we‘re living in luxury. Yes,
we are at a minority in the school, we refuse to sulk in the shadows and instead add some spice to the school. In the years since I‘ve
been there, we began to recognize Kwanzaa annually, commemorated the 50 th anniversary of Brown v. the Board, reintroduced
Africa into the annual multicultural showcase, created a step team and did so much more. These aren‘t things the school asked us to
do-- It‘s just something we saw was missing, and took it upon ourselves to provide that piece. At the time, we had no idea the
administration was watching. But they were; they were so moved by how we had changed the school‘s social dynamic, that they
pulled us into their administrative meetings, asking us what they can do to attract more African American applicants. They just
couldn‘t get enough of us! Since then, the African American population at my school has grown every year and they are truly
making more effort to accommodate us. We didn‘t leave a pencil mark on campus. We left a skid mark.
All of you in here exude a special kind brightness that is clearly recognizable because you all had to be nominated to receive this
award. My sincere hope for all of you is that you never dim this light out for anybody, or anything. No matter how much they
complain about it blinding them. All you need to do is keep it going and lend them your most reliable pair of shades.
Congratulations and thank your parents and guardians.‖
----------Nwamaka “Amaka” Agbomma Cypriana Uzoh is 17 year old graduate of Saint Francis High School, in Mountain View, California. She is
the former President of the National Honor Society, and San Jose/Silicon Valley NAACP Youth Council, Student Athletic Trainer for the
football team, and a 4-year Varsity Track and Field Athlete. Outside of school, she dances with the Ezinwanne Cultural Dance Troupe (which
she founded in 2003). This May, Amaka was named to USA Today’s 2007 All Star Academic Team and she will be studying bioengin eering
at Harvard College this fall. Afterwards she plans to go to medical school to become a pediatrician. She is the second daughter of Cyprian
Emeka Uzoh (CKC Class of 71}, and granddaughter of Michael Uzoh (CKC Pioneer student) and resides in San Jose, CA with her parents
and two sisters, Nneka and Nwakaego..

PERCEPTIONS
Bible researchers interviewed Hausa, Igbo & Yoruba folks to know what they would rather change in the bible if they were given the
chance. The Hausa man said "walahi, the adulteress whom Jesus asked to go should have been stoned to death..” The Igbo man said,"Nna, I
can't understand why Judas returned the money after selling Jesus . In short he is not a good businessman. " The Yoruba man said ,"Jesus should have
waited just one more day before raising Lazarus from the dead. We had already paid for the 'aso-ebi'. At least he should have allowed us enjoy the ‘owambe’
before performing His miracles. "With God all things are possible and be ready to give God the glory for things He did for you at the time
that you needed a miracle. Don't keep it a secret.

******
WHAT’I S A PRAYER’S WORTH AND WEIGHT?
A poorly dressed lady with a look of defeat on her face, walked into a grocery store. She approached the owner of the store in a most humble
manner and asked if he would let her charge a few groceries. She softly explained that her husband was unable to work, they had seven children
and they needed food. John Longhouse, the grocer, scoffed at her and requested that she leave his store. Visualizing the family needs, she said:
"Please, sir! I will bring you the money just as soon as I can." John told her he could not give her credit, as she did not have a charge account at
his store. Standing beside the counter was a customer who overheard the conversation between the two. The customer walked forward and told
the grocer that he would stand good for whatever she needed for her family. The grocer said in a very reluctant voice, "Do you have a grocery
list?" Louise replied, "Yes sir." "O.K." he said, "put your grocery list on the scales and whatever your grocery list weighs, I will give you that
amount in groceries."
Louise, hesitated a moment with a bowed head, then she reached into her purse and took out a piece of paper and scribbled something on it. She
then laid the piece of paper on the scale carefully with her head still bowed. The eyes of the grocer and the customer showed amazement when
the scales went down and stayed down. The grocer, staring at the scales, turned slowly to the customer and said begrudgingly, "I can't believe it."
The customer smiled and the grocer started putting the groceries on the other side of the scales. The
scale did not balance. So he continued to put more and more groceries on them until the scales would hold no more. The grocer stood there in
utter disgust. Finally, he grabbed the piece of paper from the scales and looked at it with greater amazement. It was not a grocery list. It was a
prayer which said: "Dear Lord, you know my needs and I am leaving this in your hands". The grocer gave her the groceries that he had gathered
and stood in stunned silence. Louise thanked him and left the store. The customer handed a fifty-dollar bill to the grocer and said, "It was worth
every penny of it." Only God Knows how much a prayer weighs. [TAG]
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ILLINOIS CHAPTER OF CKC-AAA
[THE LAND OF LINCOLN]

Congratulates

OUR NEW ENGLAND SISTER CHAPTER
On The Occasion Of Hosting

The 11th Annual CKC-AAA Convention
20-22 July 2007, Boston MA,
As We Celebrate the 10th Anniversary of CKC-AAA
And our
“One Decade of Service”
We Recommit Ourselves to the Lofty Ideals of
Bonitas, Disciplina And Scientia
~ PRIMUS ~

Charles Okoye
President
CKC-AAA, Illinois Chapter
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Amaka Talk-Back

The Voices of Those Who Made It All Happen
Editor’s Note: In lieu of the customary interview published on this column, The Amaka Gazette (TAG) went into its archives to
pull out words and views of by those who have kept CKC-AAA functional over the last decade.
Mr. Fidelis Atuegbu (1997): ―We are gathered here to celebrate our common beginning. That common beginning started at the premier
high school called Christ the King College (CKC), or Amaka Boys (as it is affectionately referred to by the -old boys- or alumni). At that
institution we were imbibed with the principles underlying the essence and the motto of our fine institution: -primus inter pares (first
among equals) and bonitas disciplina sciencia (goodness, discipline and knowledge)-. This issue of discipline (one of the corner stones
of our institution‘s credo) is firmly rooted on personal accountability and responsibility. I am reminded of the following admonition from
Father Tagbo (when I last visited CKC to pick up the originals of my school leaving certificate) and my parents on my way to the United
States. -Do not do anything that will reflect poorly on your school or family, as the case might be.- This admonition could also be
implicitly extended to our villages, to ndigbo, to Nigeria and for some of us to the good old USA.‖
Dr. Kingsley Nwosu (1997): ―CKC was not just a school, it was an institution. A place where tradition reigned. A place were role
models abound. A place where discipline and pride were inculcated into young minds. A place were academic standards and competition
were a norm. A place was morals, excellence, and decency were axiomatic. A place that deserves the best attention and preservation.
Granted that we may not be able to do much about the hegemonic debacle and vicissitude in Nigeria, but we sure can do something about
CKC. The ball is now in our court. The arguments must stop now - we either put up or shut up. We must compliment our braggadocio
with substance - the necessary and inevitable help and sustenance that Amaka campus needs and deserves. Gentlemen, if we ignore the
plights of our alma mater, inspite of the fact that there is ample evidence that we have the capacity and the wherewithal to help, believe
me, history will not exonerate us from a willful sin of omission. If not now, when? If not us, who?‖
Mr. Larry Ozoh (1997): ―It's inconceivable and utterly unimaginable that students live in this dump -there is no justification, in these
winding years of the twentieth century, to bring up the future leaders of a society in this kind of environment. Necessity and responsibility
demand that we do something about it now!‖
Mr. Chris Anyika (1998): “If you happen to be one of those C.K.C. alumni who didn't attend the convention, you missed a lot. In the
true C.K.C. tradition, the entire convention was thoroughly planned. No stone was left unturned starting from the registration badge to the
souvenirs and the convention journal/brochure -- a true souvenir and collector's item. The journal contains a lot of C.K.C. related
information that I don't think it can ever be paralleled‖
Dr. Jude Akudinobi (1999): ―When I viewed the videotape of CKC, the very premises where I was raised and nurtured, I wept. No one
should be consigned to live in such an inhospitable environment.‖
Mr. Patrick Ejike (1999): ―This expertly drafted document, The Los Angeles Plan of Action, which we have just adopted, will in time,
show, the bold vision, grasp and commitment of members CKC-AAA.‖
Dr. Immanuel Uketui (2000) ―While there is still a lot of room for improvement of the Association‘s Membership, discernible
improvement has been made. Older and foreign-based alumni are joining the Association, thereby giving it more impetus. The numbers of
those alumni articled has increased by over 50 persons and now is above 350. However, registration is still very low. The response is not
commensurate to the efforts being made by the Association. Hence, the Association is still well below its optimum strength in light of the
census of CKC alumni resident in the Americas.‖
Dr. Christopher (2001): ―CKC was and remains the academic icon of Onitsha and that it was like Harvard equivalent of a High School
in the whole of West Africa. CKC instilled strong discipline and leadership qualities in its students and this is evident in the array of
leaders in all works of life in the communities and in Nigeria it has produced. CKC alumni should endeavor to keep abreast of the school
activities, and to be informed in order to be in a position to advise and help the people in Nigeria map the future for CKC.‖
Mr. Oseloka Obaze (2003) Each CKC-AAA Convention since 1997 has been different, for they bring together, different people and
different players. Also some people show up that one des not expect, but in keeping with the CKC spirit, they turn up on hearing that
word. This year‘s Convention was no less privileged. At the Executive session we heard from Chief Gabriel Oguejiofor of the Lagos
Branch and Class of 1948. At the evening banquet, we wee honored by the presence of Engr. Otis Anyaeji of the Warri Branch. And of
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course, everywhere, CKC pops up; you can be sure to find some QRC sisters and folks from that other school – DMGS. This year, it was
the one and only ―Moriki‖, who came and stayed all night sharing jokes about the good old days at Onitsha.
Mr. Okey Ezeani (2004): ―Our Association has come a long way since its founding in 1997. It hasaccomplished a lot more in its
revitalization of the old school. Fulfilling our goals have not always been easy and but for the commitment of a few, the tasks we set for
ourselves would not have been accomplished. For our part, we in the DC/MD/VA Chapter sincerely hope that by hosting this year‘s
gathering we have reaffirmed our collective commitment to CKC-AAA and its service to our alma mater. We have undoubtedly done so
with goodness, discipline and knowledge of what our priorities ought to be.‖
Prof. Alex Acholonu (2004): What did I see? What did I hear? I saw the CKC campus being anything but attractive esthetically. …I saw
an inglorious campus; a campus crying for help, more help than has been given so far. …. My fellow CKC Alumni in America, in
conclusion, I visited our alma mater two times in the month of May 2004. I saw the good (which were few), the bad (which were several),
and the ugly (which were galore). Napoleon Bonaparte once said: Veni, Vidi, Vici- I came, I saw, I conquered. For me I say: I came to
CKC, I saw CKC but have yet to conquer. The conquering will be done if and when you and I resuscitate the college, if and when we put
it on a springboard from which to shoot to greater heights.‖
Mr. Fidelis Atuegebu (2004): “As alumni of CKC Onitsha we must collectively set our medium and long term vision for the school.
Several issues must preoccupy our minds. Primary amongst these, are: The return of CKC Onitsha to its original proprietor; the recovery
and reintegration of the CKC campus to its original size; the building of an alumni hall where we can formally recognize, honor and house
the history of our eminent past students for posterity. There are many more challenges which the school faces and might face in the future,
but we remain convinced that with all hands on deck, these challenges are not insurmountable. It may not be up to us to actualize these
projects, but we certainly have an obligation to lay the foundation for their realization by articulating the plan.‖
Mr. Eugene Agbimson (2005): ―CKC Onitsha alumni can be found worldwide in lofty positions. CKC Onitsha is and remains a great
school; but it can even become a better and greater school with our support. We are fully aware that any school -- be it a high school, a
community college or an Ivy League University -- is only as good, wealthy, proud and well-endowed as its alumni are keen to make it.
This realization is our main challenge and motivation in CKC-AAA.‖
Emma Onua (2005): ―Like Shakespeare once said, ―there is a tide in the affairs of men which, if taken at the flood, leads unto
fortune‖… Let us continue to take the necessary steps to give back whatever we can to our alma mater, while at the same time,
rediscovering the joys we shared as young lads in those days. We cannot ask for a better opportunity to be ―Big Brothers‖ to the present
generation. Our reward is incalculable.‖
Prof. NT Izuchi (2 005): ―This Association, CKC-AAA, is no different from any other alumni association. What sets us apart from the
others, is that Associations like ours, are usually stronger and functional at the university level, rather than at the high school level. But
then, we strive to make some contribution to our old school, always mindful of our impact and the difference we can make in the formative
years of the youths who are student now, or those who may in the future pass through the portals CKC Onitsha. If any evidence is needed,
look at the quality of personalities CKC Onitsha has turned out in the past seventy-two years.‖
Mr. Obi Ene (2005): ―Reports that I received show that the profile of CKC Onitsha has been elevated in the recent past and has
generated a lot of interest in attending the school. The school now has 10 classes in each of the 6grades with an average enrolment of 50
students per class. A whole lot of people are on a waiting list to gain admission. This great development has created a new problem –
shortage of teachers‖.
Rev. Fr. Ugo P Arinze (2005): ―This year‘s convention theme has a biblical dimension to it. It has to be recognized also that many are
given the capacity and wherewithal to assist others, but rarely do. However, those who do not respond to the needs of the others do give
greater value to the work and deeds of those who do. With this in mind, CKC-AAA members should not relent on their efforts despite
what may prove often to be daunting challenges.‖
Eddyfunn Ikemefuna & Cyprain E. Uzoh (2006): ―Given its deep historical legacy, CKC was considered one of the best schools
dollar for dollar and first among equals (Primus Inter Pares). For reasons too painful to recollect, CKC Onitsha and like most schools in
the former Eastern Nigeria, fell into critical and malignant neglect and decay. A school originally designed for 600 student now serves the
needs of 3,000 students. With operational overhead of less than $1.00 per student, a new lexicon was required to begin to describe the
extant education and its supporting infrastructure.‖ [TAG]
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Dr. Ike Ukeje And Family
COLLEGIAL AND FRATERNAL GREETINGS
AND CONGRATULATIONS FROM
A Proud Umuahian to
Oseloka Obaze
And
Other Distinguished Alumni of CKC And Members of

Christ the King College Alumni Association in America
(CKC-AAA)
on the occasion marking their
One Decade of Service to their alma mater and their

ELEVENTH ANNUAL CONVENTION
20-22 July, 2007
Boston, MA
Support For Quality Education And Academic Institutions Remain
An Invaluable Contribution Of
All Well-Meaning Alumni Of Great Schools Like CKC Onitsha And Government College Umuahia.

Dr. Ike Ukeje
Ex –President Government College Umuahia Old Boys Association
Atlanta, GA
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Guest Column
The Basics of Good Health……
Ofunne Omo Obaze, MD*

It is not a mystery that some of us find doctor’s visits unnecessary, except when we are sick.

So many times, I have
mentioned going to the doctor and the response I usually get is, “are you sick?” or “what is wrong”. My standard
response, “I went for my routine annual check”, unsurprisingly is met with an unfailing exclamation, “Oh!” The
response is both a question and a statement, which speaks volume.
A routine physical is one of those things so many take for granted. Routine or annual checkup has a lot of merits and
should be done, whenever possible. Benefits differ for both men and women. Let us start with women.
Women have to see the gynecologist as well as the internist. The gynecological visit will include a general exam, breast
exam as well as a pap smear. A breast exam will help detect any lumps or abnormalities of the breast. The Pap smear
will give information that will help detect cervical cancer in the very early stages making it more curable. Your
gynecologist will order a mammogram, which even though quite uncomfortable, I will still encourage you to do. The
usefulness of this exam cannot be stressed enough. Breast cancer is quite common with Nigerians and people of
African descent, both here and on the continent.
For our men, all you really need is one doctor’s visit. It can be daunting for a lot of men, but the rectal or prostate
exam is necessary. Africans and especially Nigerians are prone to prostate enlargements which may or may not be
cancerous. If diagnosed early, prostate cancer can easily be controlled or cured. A simple blood test, PSA, will help
detect any abnormal or elevated values. I urge our women to help their husbands, by nagging them, if need be, to go
get a prostate exam. It can be done and results have been achieved.
Also, a routine blood test during a physical can give information about the state of your kidneys (something which we
know is incrementally a killer at home), your blood sugar level, telling about diabetes, your cholesterol level, which
helps to indicate possible heart attack risk factors as well as the required preventive measures.
So many people have endured so much needless pain and suffering for something that could have been detected
earlier. Not doing the test or going for a physical does not stop or halt disease from progressing. We need to give
ourselves a fighting chance for any illness. Here in the US, we have access to facilities and benefits a lot of our family
members back home do not have. Let us make use of them.
For our children, I do believe most of us do well by them, taking them for their immunizations. We ought to mention
that dental visits are also included in routine physicals. When they no longer need shots, they still need to have their
doctors’ visit. We should encourage them to eat their vegetables and stay away from high fat and high cholesterol junk
food, which a colleague recently described as “weapons of mass destruction”.
On a final note, let us eat right, exercise regularly and see our doctor for regular check up. Let us also strive for that
elusive eight-hour sleep every night. It does the body and soul infinite good. These are the basics of good health.
[TAG]
Ofunne Omo Obaze, MD is a board certified pediatrician and emergency room physician in New Jersey
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FROM THE LONE STAR STATE

THE TEXAS CKC-AAA
CHAPTER
Greet The

NEW ENGLAND CHAPTER
On The Occasion Of Hosting

The 11th Annual CKC-AAA Convention
20-22 July 2007, Boston MA,
As We Celebrate the 10th Anniversary of CKC-AAA
And our
“One Decade of Service”
We Recommit Ourselves to the Lofty Ideals of
Bonitas, Disciplina And Scientia
~ PRIMUS ~

Anthony Okay Machie
President
CKC-AAA, Texas Chapter
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CKC ONITSHA- 2007 Sand Prints & Marble Etchings


“Now with the efforts of the Old Boys, especially Lagos and CKCAAA branches our college has recovered her
old glory. To a degree. We are certain that by our 75th Anniversary in the last quarter of 2008, our college
will be shining like a bride on her wedding day. ― ~~ Frank Mbanefo, National President, in his 30 May 2007 letter to
C.K.C. Onitsha Old Boys Branches.



“I

also invite those who have not shown interest to please do so. The re-vitalization of our Alma Mater
should be a joint effort of us all. Don’t be left out. .” ~~ Principal E. N. Olisah, in his 2006 State of the School
Report.



“May your alma mater and mine continue to show the light.” ~~ Chief Chike Momah, 2007 CKC-AAA Boston
Convention Guest Keynote Speaker



“I repeated Standard six when I couldn't go to Christ the King's College, Onitsha because the college
authorities claimed that my cousin who attended CKC broke his bond after graduating from Yaba Higher
College.” ~~ Professor Bede N. Okigbo, In The Chinua Achebe Foundation Interview Series© 'Nigeria: A meeting of the
Minds', Interview # 33



―Look at our son, Phillip Emegwali. We can’t blame him. He was at the Christ The King College, CKC,
Onitsha, with my younger brother. Look at the wonder he is doing abroad now. I believe one of the reasons
why we are not progressing as a nation is that we are not giving our youths the opportunity to prove their
mettle.” ~~Prof. A.B.C. Nwosu, Interview with the Sunday Sun, Sunday, June 25, 2006.



“I think such standards were the same in schools like DMGS (Dennis Memorial Grammar School, Onitsha);
then government colleges had education officers. If you put in six years, you had a good advantage over
others, so we had to struggle harder to catch up. When we all got to that place, it was a level field, as nobody
had any special advantage over the other. There was the Great Mission School, Calabar, CKC (Christ the King
College, Onitsha) and Government College, Umuahia.” ~~ Chief Francis J. Ellah, In The Chinua Achebe
Foundation Interview Series © 'Nigeria: A meeting of the Minds', Interview # 33



“The 1940’s and 50’s were indeed the era of school football competitions. Long before clubs started inter
regional matches, Christ the King College, Onitsha had been traveling to Lagos to play St. Gregory’s College
and also to Ibadan to play against the Olubadan XI.”
~~ Backgrounder on the V-Mobile Principals'
Cup



“In those days, CKC was ranked right at the top along side such great colleges like Kings College, Lagos,
Government College Umuahia, Methodist College, Uzuakoli, Barewa College, Zaria etc. To emerge school
prefect was the crowning glory of any student at CKC.”~~ Mba Onyechere Daily Sun, Sunday, February 25, 2007.



“Who does not know of the soccer exploits of CKC Onitsha?” ~~ Kole Ade-Odutola
http://www.africanevents.com/index.html



―In the past, the elite government schools and religious-run schools provided discipline and rigorous
comprehensive curricular instructions. CKC Onitsha, St. Patrick's Calabar, Government College Umuahia in
Nigeria are but a few of such institutions. The majority of the students did not pass through such schools.
They went through city and municipal schools.” ~~ Charles Okeke, Nevada, USA, Comment on http://news.bbc.co.uk/



―If our reach does not exceed our grasp, then what is a heaven for?” ~~ Steve Puthuff, Guest Keynote Speaker
CKC-AAA 2006 San Francisco Convention. .

 “Obaze once I was told me that CKC is in Onitsha, but not many Onitsha people are involved in the activities

of CKC-AAA. I took note. Ever since, I have lectured every Onitsha person passing through my house to get
involved. We need to lobby people of my generation who went to CKC.” ~~ Prof. Cyril Enwonwu, Alumni Keynote
Speaker CKC-AAA 2006 San Francisco Convention. [TAG]
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FROM THE NATION’S CAPITAL
CKC-AAA WASHINGTON DC,
MARYLAND & VIRGINIA CHAPTER
Salute

OUR NEW ENGLAND SISTER CHAPTER
On The Occasion Of Hosting

The 11th Annual CKC-AAA Convention
20-22 July 2007, Boston MA,
As We Celebrate the 10th Anniversary of CKC-AAA
And our
“One Decade of Service”
We Recommit Ourselves to the Lofty Ideals of
Bonitas, Disciplina And Scientia
~ PRIMUS ~ Up Cee Kay Cee ~

Okey S. Ezeani
President
CKC-AAA, DC/MD/VA Chapter
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NAIJA ANGLE
IT PAYS TO BE A NIGERIAN
A man dies & goes to hell. There he finds that there is a different hell for each country and decides he'll pick the least painful to
spend his eternity. He goes to Germany hell & asks, "what do they do here?" He is told ―first they put you in an electric chair for an
hour. Then they lay you on a bed of nails for another hour. Then the German devil comes in and whips you for the rest of the day".
The man does not like the sound of that at all so he moves on. He checks out the USA hell as well as the Russian hell and many
more. He discovers that they are all similar to the German hell! Then he comes to the Nigerian hell and finds that there is a long
line of people waiting to get in... Amazed, he asks, "What do they do here?" He is told "first they put you in an electric chair for an
hour, then they lay you on a bed of nails for another hour. The Nigerian devil comes in & whips you for the rest of the day." But that
is exactly the same as all the other hells. Why are there so many people waiting to get in?" asks the man. "Because there is never
any electricity so the electric chair does not work. The nails were paid for but never supplied, so the bed is comfortable to sleep on.
And the Nigerian devil used to be a civil servant, so he comes in, signs his time sheet and goes back home for private business."

DR FEEL GOOD
A doctor had the reputation of helping couples increase the joy in their sex life, but always promised not to take a case if he felt he
could not help them. The Browns came to see the doctor, and he gave them thorough physical exams, psychological exams, and
various tests and then concluded, ''Yes, I am happy to say that I believe I can help you. On your way home from my office stop at
the grocery store and buy some grapes and some doughnuts. Go home, take off your clothes, and you, sir, roll the grapes across the
floor until you make a bulls eye in your wife's love canal. Then on hands and knees you must crawl to her like a leopard and retrieve
the grape using only your tongue."
He continued, ''Then next, ma'am, you must take the doughnuts and from across the room, toss them at your husband until you
make a ringer around his love pole. Then like a lioness, you must crawl to him and consume the doughnut.‘‘ The couple went home
and their sex life became more and more wonderful. They told their friends, Mr. & Mrs. Green that they should see the good doctor.
The doctor greeted the Greens and said he would not take the case unless he felt that he could help them; so he conducted the
physical exams and the same battery of tests. Then he told the Greens the bad news. ''I cannot help you, so I will not take your
money. I believe your sex life is as good as it will ever be, I cannot help.'' The Greens pleaded with him, and said, ''You helped our
friends the Browns, now please, please help us. "Ok, go to the store and buy some apples and a box of Cheerios...''

ALMOST FREE PARKING IN NEW YORK
A young Nigerian man walked into a bank in New York City and asked for the loan officer. He told the loan officer that he is going
to Lagos on a vacation, for two weeks, and needed to borrow $5,000. The bank officer told him that the bank will need some form
of security for the loan, so the Nigerian handed over the keys to a brand new BMW 6 series. The car was parked on the street in
front of the bank. The Nigerian produced the title and everything checked out. The loan officer agreed to accept the car as collateral
for the loan. The bank's president and its officers all enjoyed a good laugh at the guy, for using an $80,000 BMW as collateral
against a $5,000 loan. An employee of the bank then drove the BMW into the bank's underground garage and parked it there.
Two weeks later, the Nigerian returned, repaid the $5,000 and the interest, which came to $23.41. The loan officer said, "Sir, we are
very happy to have had your business, and this transaction has worked out very nicely, but we are a little puzzled. While you were
away, we checked you out and found that you are a successful business man. What puzzles us is, why would you bother to borrow
$5,000?" The man replied: "Where else in New York City can I park my car for two weeks, and pay only $23.41 and expect it to be
there when I return?" The bank employees watched as he pulled out of the garage, windows down and sunroof open. Juju music
blasting from his car, as he pulled away. Yes O! It was almost like finding free parking in New York. [TAG]

FLOREAT CKC *** UP CKC***
AMAKA FOREVER
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The CKC Boys from the Families
of
Ayika - Enugwu-Ukwu
Anaduaka – Enugwu-Ukwu
and

Agbasiere - Eziama, Uli

Congratulate CKC Onitsha Alumni Association of
America on its Eleventh Annual Convention At
Boston, MA
May CKC-AAA, Through Christ, Achieve All her
Inception Goals!!!

Up Cee Kay Cee!
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The Clarion Call: “For The Love Amaka”
Dr. Kingsley C. Nwosu*
It was a bright, sunny day - few days after Mr. Echezona came back from the United States to visit his family at home, in Nigeria. He had
waited and prayed for this opportunity since he left home for USA, umpteen years ago. Having acquainted himself with most of his family
relatives and surroundings, one other obsession torments him. His high school alma mater - AMAKA CAMPUS! Over in the USA, he
had bragged and boosted for having been a part of that school.
He had reminisced with other AMAKA boys about the days gone bye - the good old days - the studies, the friendships, the parties, the
girls, etc. Oh what a memory! He cannot wait to walk around the school again - many years after he left.
As a student at CKC, he gave the school his best. He competed to prove that CKC is the best. He enjoyed and respected the aura of the
people before him - some of the elite and luminaries of the Nigerian society - who have passed through the school. He drew his inspiration
and motivation from them and vowed to do his best as a product of that environment. And so, he left to see what has transpired since he
left.
As he left his house, the nostalgia overwhelms him. He started again to recall the times - those important formative years of his life. The
challenges, the academic competition, the discipline, the food, the studies, the punishment, friends and foes. The tussles with the teachers,
prefects and principal. The movies, restaurants and sports competitions. Above all, the gregariousness, bonding, and amity. Those were
the indelible days and years of his life; when and where the seed was sown - where it all started. He could not wait to re-live those days,
see those dormitories and classrooms, and touch those walls again. Oh they hold a lot of historic memories for him!
As he came closer, the tension built more and more. Many years have passed since he left. When he was leaving, he knew he would soon
come back - come back to pay his homage - to re-live the glory. He had every optimism that things must be better now. The conditions
and facilities must be better - time has passed, more luminaries and elites have been produced, and so, the school must have been taken
care of very well.
"But wait a minute - this must be the place‖, he murmured to himself. "I'm sure that this is the location! This is supposed to be the
entrance - what happened?" The gates were dilapidated, the fence was indescribable. The surroundings looked ghostly and pitiful. As he
stretched his neck to look inside, he thought he was in the wrong place - everything looked smaller than before! Looking around for a
moment, he was convinced that that must be his AMAKA campus. And in that flash of a second, his euphoria left him and a state of
melancholy set in with only the little he has seen. He summoned courage and decided to see more - to see what is left of his cherished
alma mater.
He walked up to the classrooms and looked hesitatedly. What he saw confounded him. He covered his mouth and eyes in disgrace and
bewilderment. For a moment, his faculties left him. He could not control his emotions; he tried to fight them but could not hold back the
tears. For the first time in his adult life, he had to wipe the tears off his face. He wondered up and down the corridors not knowing what to
think - trying to recollect his composure.
"The school is closed!", he heard a voice behind him. "There are no students left", the voice iterated. He turned around and smatteringly
tried to compose himself. "Yes, I know", he assured the stranger. "Did you used to go to school here?", the stranger asked? "I heard this
used to be a great school", the stranger added. Before, he could respond, the stranger started to describe the state of the school - his alma
mater. What he heard and saw about the state of the teachers, students, and academic facilities perplexed him.
"How did this happen?", he asked himself. He turned away from his strange friend to hide his disgrace and disappointment. He can hardly
contain the perspicacious pain and anger he felt. To him CKC was not just a school, it was an institution. A place where tradition reigned.
A place were role models abound. A place where discipline and pride were inculcated into young minds. A place were academic standards
and competition were a norm. A place were morals, excellence, and decency were axiomatic. A place that deserves the best attention and
preservation.
But really, how could this happen? Amaka has contributed immensely to the world in general and Nigeria in particular. Some of her
products are recognized and respected all over the world. They excel in various areas of human endeavor. Many of them are very
Continued on page 39
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Continued from page 37
successful. How there they let this icon of a place deteriorate this far? Did they pass the bridge only to let the bridge fall? Did they only
take from her and don't want to give something back? But then a moment of introspection set in. "Who are they? Did she not count on you
too? What have you done? Do you only brag about her? What did you do to sustain and maintain that pride? She did her job, what have
you done for her lately? But wait a minute - look around you. Is she isolated in this condition or is her condition a microcosm of the
greater societal debacle, disintegration, and disarray? No of course, the whole society has fallen apart, and surely the center could not hold
any longer. Corruption, ineptitude, nepotism, avarice, dichotomy, and sycophancy have become the order of the day. Materialist hedonism
have replaced intellectual and academic excellence and pursuits. Titlism and narcissism have run amuck. Misology and misoneism reign.
And that is the state of our nation and communities back home.
Nigerians have argued ad infinitum, blamed audaciously, organized and disorganized incessantly, proposed and counter-proposed
vehemently - however, the conditions worsen. Some believe that our problems are genetic, some believe the problems are ethno-centric,
some believe they are colonial, some believe they are political, some believe they are hegemonic, some believe they are evolutionary, etc,
etc. Whatever the reason, one thing has been axiomatic - the conditions worsen.
Granted that we may not be able to do much about the hegemonic debacle and vicissitude in Nigeria, but we sure can do something about
CKC. And so the young man vowed to do something when he gets back to the States. Back here, he heard similar stories of despair and
regrets about his alma mater. Every one of them reiterated and vowed that something must be done. But sooner or later, they get engulfed
with the economic and social problems here and their families at home. So, the regrets continue and the conditions worsen.
And so gentlemen, we come to this impasse. This is the moment of truth. Some of the Amaka boys here in Atlanta could not endure the
agony and dereliction of responsibility any longer. They have called us here to act on our responsibility. To address the current problems
of our school and to plan for her leap into the 21st century. This will be our legacy to CKC. We have to formulate a plan of action to
resuscitate and maintain our alma mater. First, we must organize ourselves here in the States. We must utilize the technology, which we
have helped to develop, to our advantage. Believe me, one of the greatest challenges we will face and must address is our unity and
willingness to pursue our goals. We must make sacrifices financially and time-wise if we want to accomplish anything.
We must have documented and agreed plan of action. We must form groups and committees to carry out respective goals and
objectives. We must work with our fellow alumni back home. We must provide the vision and the wherewithal for this Herculean
but imperative task. Some of the specific agenda may include: privatization of the school, issues of water supply, issues related to
sanitary conditions, reliable power supply, library facilities, computer and communication facilities, influence academic curricula,
provide short-time sabbatical visits, provide scholarship programs and pursue exchange study programs, institute maintenance
process.
The ball is now in our court. The arguments must stop now - we either put up or shut up. We must compliment our braggadocio with
substance - the necessary and inevitable help and sustenance that Amaka campus needs and deserves. We have demonstrated that we can
excel individually. We have proven and are proving to other people what we are capable. We will not be judged by what we did for
others, but what we were able to do for our people. For charity begins at home. We have helped and are helping to advance other
societies, why can't we give a little to the place that nurtured us. The task may look Herculean, but what we need is a sense of collective
responsibility. We have to apply the techniques that we have used to solve other people's problems to solve our own problems.
Taking cognizance of the current situation in our country, it becomes obvious that our greatest legacy will depend on what we do for
the future generations of Nigerians. We must invest in the future of our children - and we must start at home - CKC. We must
provide a conducive and quality environment for the future generations of CKC graduates so that they can compete in the everchanging, and complex world of ours.
Gentlemen, if we ignore the plights of our alma mater, in spite of the fact that there is ample evidence that we have the capacity and the
wherewithal to help, believe me, history will not exonerate us from a willful sin of omission. If not now, when? If not us, who? It's better
to fail while trying to succeed.
Do it because you care. Do it for your children. Do it for the yet unborn. Do it because it's a worthy course. Remember what George Elliot
said, "It will never rain roses: when we want more roses, we must plant more trees." [TAG]
----*This piece about the fate of CKC was first published in 1997.
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DECISIONS TAKEN AT THE CKC-AAA TENTH ANNUAL CONVENTION,
AT SAN FRANCISCO, CA 29 JULY 2006
We, the members of the Christ the King College Onitsha Alumni Association In America, Inc. (CKC-AAA), a 501 (c) 3 non-profit, taxexempt entity, meeting at their Tenth Annual Convention, in San Francisco, CA
on 28-30 July 2006,
1.

Having considered the Report on the State of CKC-AAA, and the Implementation of the 1999 Los Angeles Plan of Action and the 2004
Washington DC Follow-Up Plan of Action submitted jointly by the President of CKC-AAA and the Chairmen of the Finance and Endowment
Fund and the Project Implementation and Management Committees, and the 2005 State of the School Report by Mr Nzemeka Olisah, Principal
C.K.C. Onitsha:

2.

Reaffirms our commitment to the motto of Christ the King College, Onitsha: Bonitas, Disciplina Scientia and to keeping the school‘s claim and
aspiration to remain Primus Inter Pares, (first among equals); and the values espoused by our convention theme and mission statement, ―The
Obligation of Duty”;

3.

Pay tribute to and commend
a. The founders, builders and departed staff and alumni of Christ the King College, Onitsha;
b. The President NT Izuchi and Officers of CKC-AAA for their service, dedication, commitment and leadership;
c. Arc. Frank Mbanefo, President-General of CKC Onitsha National Old Boys Association, Members of the CKC Old Boys NEC and
NAPOC and Principal N. E Olisah, for cooperation with CKC-AAA;
d. Prof Cyril O Enwonwu, OON, (FAS) our 2006 Convention Alumni Keynote Speaker and Mr. Steven Puthuff our 2006 Convention
Guest Keynote Speaker;
e. The four CKC-AAA members – Prof Alex Acholonu (MS), Mr. Charles Mba (MA), Mr. Dominic Ezeani (MD), and Dr. Clement Nduka
(TX) who are the recipients of the CKC-AAA 2006 Exceptional Service Award (ESA);
f. Our hosts, CKC-AAA California Chapter; and the City of San Francisco for their warm hospitality;

4.

Calls Upon
CKC Onitsha alumni resident in the Americas to join in the efforts of CKC-AAA‘s and to contribute generously to the CKC Revitalization
Endowment Fund; and on
b. CKC Onitsha alumni in the Diaspora, to join and support ongoing efforts aimed at fully restoring the luster and infrastructure of CKC
Onitsha, in anticipation of the celebration of the school‘s Seventy-fifth Anniversary in 2008;
a.

5.

Elects,
As it executives or a two-year term from July 2006 to July 2008, the following persons: Prof. NT Izuchi (President) Mr. Ben Ehirim
(Vice-President); Oseloka Obaze (Secretary); Eugene Agbimson (Financial Secretary); Larry Ozoh (Treasurer); Francis Asokwu Sea,
Esq. (Public Relations Officer) and to reappoint Mr. Patrick Ejike as Agent of the Association and Rev Fr. Paul Ugo Arinze, as the
chaplain of the Association.

6.

Approves
a)
That CKC-AAA Executives continue implementing their mandate in accordance with the spirit and letter of the Los Angles Plan of
Action, the Washington DC Follow-Up Plan of Action , 2006 Convention Mission Statement and these decisions;
b)
The immediate creation of three new chapters namely : CKCAAA New Jersey Chapter, CKC-AAA New York Chapter and CKCAAA Connecticut Chapter out of the present NJ/NY‘CT Chapter;
c)
The disbursement during FY 2007 of N3. Million Naira (N3,000,000. 00) as follows:
 Two Million Eight Hundred Thousand (N2,800.000) for the Construction of a befitting ―Diamond Jubilee‖ portal (primary entrance) for
the school;
 One Hundred Thousand Naira (N100,000.00) to service CKC-AAA Annual Motivational Award for the ―Best Tutor‖ and ―Best Student‖
in 2007; and
 One Hundred Thousand Naira (N100, 000.00) to service the ―School Principal‘s‘ Unforeseen Emergency Expense Fund for 2007;

7.

Accepts with gratitude, the gracious offer of the CKC-AAA New England Chapter to host the Eleventh Annual Convention of CKC-AAA in the
summer of 2007 and decides to meet again on 20-22 July 2007 the in the Boston, MA area, and thereafter, to hold its subsequent convention, at
Onitsha, Nigeria in 2008.

8.

Requests CKC-AAA Executives to liaise with the National Executive Committee (NEC) of the CKC Onitsha Old Boys Association on the dates
and forward planning of the 2008 Convention, which will dovetail into the Diamond Jubilee of C.K.C. Onitsha, and

9.

Also Requests CKC-AAA Executives to continue discharging the mandate given to them by selflessly serving the Association; and to report to
the 2007 Convention progress made on implementing the 2004 Washington DC Follow-Up Plan of Action and particularly, the mandate in
paragraph 5, 6 and 7 above. [END]
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FROM THE WEST COAST

CALIFORNIA CHAPTER
of
CKC-AAA
Salute And Hand the Baton to the

NEW ENGLAND CHAPTER
On The Occasion Of Hosting

The 11th Annual CKC-AAA Convention
20-22 July 2007, Boston MA,
As We Celebrate the 10th Anniversary of CKC-AAA
And our
“One Decade of Service”
We Recommit Ourselves to the Lofty Ideals of
Bonitas, Disciplina And Scientia
~ PRIMUS ~

Eddyfunn Ikemefuna
President
CKC-AAA, California Chapter
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FOR THE RECORD
Communications Convergence: Bridging the Digital Divide
Dynamic Changes in the Wireless World
Address by Mr. Steve Puthuff Steve Puthuff,
Founder and Chairman Emeritus of Step Communications, Inc And Guest Keynote Speaker At The
At the 10th Annual Convention of Christ the King College Alumni Association in America
In San Francisco, 29 July 2006

Good evening!! What an honor it is for me to speak here at the Christ for King College. You must all be very proud of your longstanding tradition of accomplishments for students that now extend far around the globe. Let me ask you a question. What‘s the
longest three years of a ―DMGS‖ soccer players life?‖ Answer: ―His freshman year‖ Why did ―DMGS‖ replace the grass on its
Soccer field with Astroturf? Answer: ―they didn‘t want their cheerleaders to graze during halftime.‖ I know there is a long-term
rivalry, but also a long-term respect for both institutions. This evening I would like to address a subject dear to my heart, Bridging
the Digital Divide. Bridging the Digital Divide is key to education and economic development and hence key to the basic core of
peace and freedom throughout the world.
―Intelligence is the one true measure of equality among people of this world. The role of Nations should be to provide the
framework to unleash the human spirit and allow the intelligence of their people to flourish.‖ ―President Lincoln once said, ‗our
nation is conceived in liberty and dedicated to the proposition that all men are created equal.‘ We know the only way to assure that
equality is to provide education to all of our people.‖ The Human Spirit will take care of the rest assuming it has the freedom to do
so.
―Consequently, it is only when nations embrace the rule of law and establish concrete business and commerce laws in an
atmosphere of peace and freedom that this intelligence is allowed to flourish.‖ ―As Gandhi said, ‗ In the midst of Untruth, Truth
persists. In the midst of darkness, light persists‘.‖ ―Education is the light, the key link between intelligence and prosperity and
hence, equality among men and nations. Look at what has happened in India when education and Intellect has combined to unleash
some of the most creative software developers in the world. Today over 40% of the software in the US comes from India.‖ Other
underdeveloped countries will soon follow suit.
―Soon we will see Education Kiosks bringing the best of educational content via satellite to every village, driven primarily by the
human voice. Hence everyone can start to develop their tremendous intellect, without first having to read and write, or without even
having to learn how computers work.‖ ―The Kiosks will also allow economic change in underdeveloped countries by facilitating
commerce between villages, town and cities, and Governments.‖
―Of course critical issues such as health and welfare, catastrophe and crisis management, and other national priorities and
emergencies will be facilitated.‖ We must be willing to accept the dynamics of change to get started. When I started my career in
Silicon Valley, there were 25 high tech companies - eight of those were start-ups. Today there are over 10,000 companies and the
majority are start-ups. What a tremendous time to be involved with the dynamics of change all around us. I‘m sure all of us in this
room are agents of change, but you know -- There are those that MAKE things happen, there are those who WATCH things
happen, and there are those who just say, ―WHAT HAPPENED‖.
It took 100 years to connect the first billion people on this earth. The second will take only five. In the last five years, we went
through twenty Internet years. The next 5 years we‘ll traverse forty Internet years. As we know now, it won‘t even be the Internet in
five years; it will be something like the Supranet as defined by the Gartner Group tied into the World Board as defined by Jim
Spohrer of IBM. But for sure we are heading into an extended wireless world with tremendous processing power and a world of
miniaturization and human interaction that is going to make today‘s science fiction seem like ho hum history. When I started my
career as an entrepreneur in Silicon Valley, the IBM 3083 was a huge mainframe that NASA used to run calculations of our first
orbiter satellites. Today the Palm 5 has more processing power than that mainframe.
Continued on page 45
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The Uzoh Family of San Jose, CA congratulates

The C.K.C Alumni Association,
America
During this 2007 Convention

Nwakaego, Amaka, and Nneka Uzoh
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Continued from page 43
Just a few years ago, the IBM 360 was the state of the art computer mainframe that most all companies utilized to run their
businesses. Today the Nintendo game set that my Granddaughters use to play games with in front of the TV has more processing
power than that computer. And the music playing card, I pick up in the drugstore for two bucks, has more processing power than
the first mini-computers built by Digital Equipment Corporation and sold for thousands of dollars. Now, we are seeing a
convergence of wireless devices taking place right now. In a few years, the cell phone won‘t even exist as we know it today.--- The
Personal Digital Assistant is converging with the cell phone, and Information Appliances all interconnected to become your
computer through Bluetooth and WiFi wireless links to take over the telephones role in our lives, but will be available anywhere,
anytime, under all circumstances and will all be voice driven. The new education systems will be born of this technology, allowing
us to provide the best of education with on-line content that will propel our students into the next century of learning. Dynamic
change will be the norm of the day. Let me ask you a question, ―Five Years from now, who will be the largest computer company
in the world?‖
Nokia! : And only 20 years ago, Nokia sold toilet paper and rubber boots and did not know what a cell phone was. The cellular
industry is continuing its explosive growth and wireless mobile computing, providing the power of processing with access to
Internet to the individual any time, anywhere and under any circumstance. This is the next ―new frontier‖.
We are at a new nexus point as Andy Grove coined the phrase, where Technology and User Requirements come together.
Computing power available around the individual, with access to the all powerful Internet, transformed to the Supranet, thru parallel
wired infrastructure and wireless multi-media and multi-modal networks, facilitated by Bluetooth, WiFi and WiMax, and I believe,
controlled primarily by voice any time, any where and under any circumstance, will result in that new nexus. In the not so distant
future, Supranet enhanced by the World Board concepts, will change the way we relate to the environment around us, how we live
and how we learn.
Optional: World Board is a proposed global Infrastructure to associate information with places and ultimately to provide people
with enhanced information perception services. In other words spatially significant information will become commonplace. Much
of that will be accessed by voice. Every person will have their own Agent, or online facilitator to handle any question, or service
facilitated by world wide information available on the SupraNet. You will simply ask your Agent for any answer or service which
will be provided via unlimited processing power and knowledge on the Supranet. Won‘t that be nice.!
Next: Can you imagine, with the access of this information on a global basis, the ability of billions of children and adults being able
to learn and understand more completely by the common language of voice the great unknowns in this world? How to access new
markets, how to understand the strength of their capabilities enhanced by knowledge. We are entering into an exciting new global
awareness, enhanced by technology, made available through the Supranet and facilitated by the WorldBoard concepts and Human
Link technologies.
Education systems and processes will see monumental change to a super online interactive system with near omniscient power,
which will leverage the brilliant minds of your children and future generations to come. So as I said, be ready for change and
prepare to make it happen. Entrepreneurship is on the rise in every community, spawned by the Internet and Globalization. We
must provide the environment and tools to make it happen and flourish. Also, --Life is too short. If we don‘t enjoy what we are
doing, DON‘T DO IT. Find careers that we are wildly passionate about and as we say at STEP Communications, Go, Go, Go for
the Gold!!! And since life is way too short, we must stop along the way and smell the roses, with our family and loved ones. For
instance, I have now retired 4 times in my life. My wife says, not again. She says, ―I married you for better or for worst, but not for
lunch‖. Ha.
So, the digital divide is being shrunk by the new globalization and the advent of technologies, facilitated by the human will to make
change a reality. We are only limited by our imagination or as James Broughton once said, ―The only limits are, as always, those of
vision.‖ Or as my friend John Scully once said, ―The future belongs to those who see possibilities, before they become obvious.‖ If
our reach does not exceed our grasp, then what is a heaven for? Thank you very much.[TAG]
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Registering for Membership & Payment of Dues
There is a one-time registration fee of $50:00 and an annual membership due of $50:00. To register and pay your
membership due, use the form below. Send it to the address indicated. Upon receipt and processing of your payment,
a membership identification card will be mailed to you. In addition, you will be informed, either by surface mail or
electronically, about some of the current membership benefits which include the Amaka Gazette (a bi-annual
publication of the organization), a WWW e-mail address, events and occasions announcements. If you are paying
your dues with registration, then send the information requested below with your payment to the national Financial
Secretary (please make checks, money orders, etc. payable to CKC Association) and send to:
The Financial Secretary
CKC Onitsha AAA Inc.
P.O. Box 1433
Snellville, GA 30078

Name:___________________________________________________________
Address:_________________________________________________________
Phone:_________________(home)______________________________(office)
E-mail:_____________________________Fax:__________________________
Year Left CKC:____________________________________________________
Employer:________________________________________________________

“CKC Revitalization Fund” Contribution Remittance Form
To:
The Financial Secretary
CKC Onitsha AAA Inc.
P.O. Box 1433
Snellville, GA 30078
From: _________________________________________
Name: __________________________________________
Address:__________________________________________
Telephone:________________________________________
CKC-AAA ID:_____________________________________

Please find enclosed herewith, my contribution to the above fund as checked off below:
( )
$500 for 1999-2003 First Phase
( )
$100 for 2004
( )
$100 for 2005
( )
$100 for 2006
( )
$100 for 2007
( )
$100 for 2008
( )
$500 Full Payment for the five year period 2004-2008 (Second Phase)
I should be grateful if you could acknowledge receipt of the enclosed amount and send me the pertinent tax-exempt document.
Thank you.
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TRIBUTE

The Sun Has Set At Noon

An Elegy for Prof. Michael Chikelu Mbabuike*
By Oseloka Obaze

I got to know Prof. Michael Mbabuike twenty years ago, 1987 to be exact. Over the years, we became fairly acquainted, after I got to
know that he was once a Latin teacher at that great school, my alma mater, C.K.C. Onitsha. But my reverence for him was special, and
so for one reason. I also found out that he had once considered the priesthood and had indeed studied briefly at a seminary. This fact
seemed to confirm, if not explain, his very reserved personality. Also, as Prof. Mbabuike would tell me, my mother, who was like him
also a teacher, was fondly remembered in his hometown, Nimo, where she had taught briefly in the 1950s. We also shared a dear
common friend, Dr. Ozo Uketui. Indeed, it was Uketui who called to pass on the sad news that “Prof.” was no more. But above all,
Mbabuike, who also went by the name Ogbuefi Ugonabo, was to me, always “Prof.” -- the ever-willing conversationalist, and
repository of endless trivia about Nigerian nationalism.
Long before he was slowed down by a stroke, he was ubiquitous, gracing most Igbo and Nigerian community events in the New York
Tri-State area to which he was invited. Years later, we were drawn closer, when I discovered that we shared the love for poetry and
were respectively engaged in different projects with the same publisher. His two published volumes remain part of my proud
collection of anthologies by African poets. Regrettably, I did not get to review any of his work, before being drawn in to review and
pay tribute to a man I respect so much. In lieu of a review of a book by or on Professor Mbabuike, I offer this piece. It will fall on
those who knew Prof. Mbabuike better than I, to write his befitting eulogy. For me, it will suffice to simply pay tribute to this humble,
yet motivational man, a true Africanist and custodian of the Igbo norm and lore. Ogbuefi Ugonabo – ekene kwam! Ije oma! Chi dube gi!!!
From our long but intermittent interactions, which were more frequent in the eighties, before the demands of family and profession
intruded, I gleaned some facts about Prof. Mbabuike. I hope the reader will forgive my rendering this tribute in the metered form that
pleased the “Prof.” most. Prof. Mbabuike was a man of verses, of seasons, candor, and nobility. He was a man of quiet dignity and
commanding personality; an educator, mentor and compatriot. Prof. Mbabuike was a man of vision; gifted and undimmed vision. The
painter of eclectic portraits, those intercourse of words, coherent narratives and tidy summations. He was original as a person, but a
beguiling writer, particularly gifted with meticulous pedantry. Prof. Mbabuike was a custodian of deep and charming thoughts,
assuaging instincts, conforming ideas, candor, and genuine bonhomie. Prof. Mbabuike’s life was full; sanguine, educative, inspiring and
refreshing. It was life characterized by a singleness of purpose, creativity and wonderful sense of humor.
By choice, Prof. Mbabuike taught lads Latin and self-immersed in French savoir faire and American gravitas. Yet, like the nobles of
yore, his greatest pedigree was homegrown -- the Igbo in him – that insuppressible panache and ebullience, which ran with
unrepressed passion like the blue blood that streamed through his noble veins. Though he would hardly utter those words, he was
from a royal stock. Reading Prof. Mbabuike’s poems, one gleaned emotion, shared his nostalgia and pain of being stranded in exile
and the excruciating pains of our diffused and continually varnishing Igbo cultural values.
I last saw Prof. Mbabuike on 16 July 2005, when he honored my invitation to attend the fundraising banquet of the CKC Onitsha
Alumni Association in Woodbridge, New Jersey. I spoke to him some weeks later, when he called to tell me how impressed he was
with the event, and interestingly, to thank me for inviting him, while prodding the Association not to relent its efforts. He also used
the opportunity to plug a line on behalf of a friend and professional colleague in the Carolinas, who he wanted me to assist in securing
the acceptance of a speaking invitation his university had extended to the head of my Organization. In reflection, I have wondered
what tribute one can pay to a person who is so richly deserving. In the case of Prof. Mbabuike, I am reminded of those immortal
words written in 1871 by Anthony Whitman, that, “it is native personality, and that alone, that endows a man to stand before
presidents or generals, or in any distinguished collection, with aplomb – and not culture, or any knowledge or intellect whatever.” So,
“native personality” it is.
In this context, I have wondered how best to honor this man beyond these feeble words I have written. It has occurred to me that his
fellow African poets should eulogize this man. Since we cannot gather all of them or get them to send in their eulogies, I have taken
the liberty of borrowing a line or a stanza from some of them and coupled them together in a joint tribute titled “ The Sun Has Set At
Noon” to a great and insightful poet, Prof. Michael Mbabuike. In tribute and respect, the end product appears below.
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The Sun Has Set At Noon
Wole Soyinka:
“Traveler, you must set forth at dawn”.
Dennis Brutus:
“At noon we were heeling northward. And our shadow pointed to the sun”.
J. P. Clark:
“What time of the night it is do not know”.
Oseloka Obaze:
“Alas, the Sun has set at noon”.
Chris Okigbo:
“The stars have departed”.
Gabriel Okara:
“And my blood ripples, turns torrent”.
G. Awoonor-Williams: “Death has made war upon our house”.
David Diop:
“In spite of your songs of pride”.
Rem N. Umeasiegbu: “The ukoro is reserved exclusively for announcing the death of prominent people”.
Kwesi Brew:
“We have come to the crossroads”.
Donatus Nwoga:
“My brother death has crushed my heart”. “My brother has left me at crossroads”.
Arthur Northje: “My teachers are dead men. I was too young to grasp their anxieties, too nominal an exile”.
Okogbule Wonodi:
“You have left us in our season of drought”.
Bernard Dadie:
“Dry your tears Africa”.
G. Casley-Hayford:
“Yours is a glorious heritage”.
TM Aluko:
“If one dies, can we not plant a seed from which another will grow?”
Chinua Achebe:
“Dead men do not require footpaths. But we follow the practices of our fathers”.
Dennis Osadebay:
“With spirit and undaunted heart”.
Oseloka Obaze:
“Stand tall and wrestle gluttony mother earth, though our home be it”.
Michael Mbabuike:
“Home is never too far away: Its distance is never too much, I shall, I must, one day be home”{TAG}

----* This piece, which first appeared in the Kwenu.com Book Review Forum on 7 January 2007.

CKC-AAA
1997-2007
What Have You Done For Your School Lately?

Floreat CKC!
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TAG POETRY CORNER

Sun Set At Noon

© 2007 Oseloka Obaze

Time as a promise was a given
And future’s prospect great
Normalcy embraced and beckoned
Ethereal concerns the lone distraction.
But nature and serendipity,
Decreed a severe reverse,
For our mortality must be affirmed
When life is snuffed out
Unforeseen, unheralded and infelicitous
Alas, the Sun has set at noon.
The pain so intense, so interminable
Such clangor, regardless of cause
Death fears none, any turf or abode
Indiscreetly death abrades life
Death displeases, torments, stealthily,
Just to please insatiable mother earth,
Stand tall and wrestle gluttony mother earth,
Though our home be it.
Onwuteaka – Death be gone!

Amaka At 75

© 2007 Oseloka Obaze

Dame Amaka
Fame becomes you
Fulfilled you must be
At the youthful age of 75
And having nurtured many a children
Now elite men of substance
But how fair thee?
Are you well and catered for?
Or like old Siberia, abandoned
Well known; but no visitors
Is your emblem still there?
That crest embossed with BDS
The white-blue flag so pristine
Or is it all memories and
Infinite stories of Three Cheers
As your products
Live on past glory
Arise Amaka, Arise
Walk in Majesty
From 75 to 100
Meanwhile, Dame
May your fame
Last Forever.
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LAW OFFICE OF

FRANCIS ASOKWU SEA
Attorney At Law
Congratulates The C.K. C. Onitsha Alumni Association in America
On the occasion of their 2007 Convention and Fundraising Banquet
20-22 July 2007, Boston, MA



PERSONAL INJURY
(Auto Accidents, etc.)
 CRIMINAL
 IMMIGRATION
 FAMILY RELATIONS
(Divorce, etc.)
EMPLOYMENT DISCRIMINATION

Member: NJ & PA Supreme Court Bar
55 Washington Street, Suite 310
East Orange, NJ 07017

For Most of Your Legal Matters, Please
Call:

Tel: (973)-674-2200
Fax: (973) 674-2926
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ACKNOWLEDGMENT AND SPECIAL THANKS
The C.K.C. Onitsha AAA wishes to thank all its members, supporters, patrons and advertisers for supporting our
efforts. What we have each become today is a testimony to the work ethics, educational, social and religious
grounding that we received at C.K.C. May the flame never burn out. May the blue and white flag continue to fly
high and may the tradition and high ideals we have been imbued with be passed from one generation to the other.

--- TAG Editorial Team
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CKC-AAA 2007 Fundraising Banquet
Lombardo’s Banquet Hall,
6 Billings Street Randolph, MA
7:00 p.m. Saturday 21 July 2007

Program


Introduction of the Master of Ceremony



Opening Prayers CKC-AAA Chaplain, Rev. Fr. Ugo Arinze



C.K.C School Song “Three Cheers” - Led By Mr. Larry Ozoh



Host Chapter Welcome – Mr. Charles Belonwu, President
New England Chapter/Boston LOC Chair



Remarks By Prof. NT Izuchi, President, C.K.C. Onitsha AAA



DINNER (with light music )

 Remarks By Alumni Keynote Speaker Prof. Patrick Utomi


Fundraising Appeal/Donations/Video Presentation of CKC

 Keynote Address By : Chief Chike Momah
Author, former UN Official
and Igbo Community Leader



CKC-AAA Appreciation Awards - Prof. NT Izuchi
CKC-AAA 2007 Exceptional Service Award - Prof. NT Izuchi



Cultural Presentation



Dance! Dance!!



Fundraising Appeal/ Donations



Dance! Dance!!



Vote of Thanks

Dance!!!

Dance!!!
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